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Summary

In the course of this thesis, the possibility to deposit intact Mn12 singlemolecule magnets on conductive surfaces has been investigated which is required for a potential application of this class of molecules in future spintronic
devices. A comparison of a variety of established or newly developed preparation methods indicates that many of the previous results on Mn12 monolayers
may have to be reassessed. On the other hand, a fully reproducible deposition
technique based on a ligand exchange reaction was developed.
Many of the experimental techniques commonly used for the characterization of Mn12 monolayers, like scanning probe techniques, photoelectron
spectroscopy, and synchrotron-based spectroscopic measurements have been
investigated with respect to their suitability for a profound corroboration of
the integrity of the molecules. The results demonstrate that none of the previously applied investigation techniques is capable of unambiguously clarifying
the ability to obtain monolayers of intact Mn12 molecules. In particular, Xray based investigation techniques were found to be inappropriate for studies
on Mn12 monolayers. Nevertheless, the comparison of all results provides
strong indications that the structural integrity of Mn12 molecules deposited
via a ligand exchange reaction can be preserved.
Advanced scanning tunneling spectroscopy modes were used to derive
electronic as well as geometric properties of individual Mn12 molecules. The
perfect agreement with theoretical calculations and consistent chemical properties substantiate the integrity of the molecules. The results obtained in
this thesis lay the foundation for a variety of future magnetic field dependent
cryogenic scanning tunneling spectroscopy measurements on Mn12 molecules
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and also provide novel concepts for the study of individual single molecule
magnets in general.

III

Zusammenfassung

Im Verlauf dieser Arbeit wurde die Möglichkeit untersucht, intakte Molekulare Magnete der Mn12 -Familie auf leitenden Oberflächen zu deponieren, was
die Voraussetzung für eine mögliche Verwendung dieser Molekül-Klasse in
zukünftigen Spintronic-Elementen darstellt. Ein umfassender Vergleich von
etablierten sowie neu entwickelten Präparationsmethoden deutet darauf hin,
dass eine Neubeurteilung eines Großteils der früheren Arbeiten zu Mn12 Monolagen erforderlich sein könnte. Demgegenüber wurde eine vollständig
reproduzierbare Depositionsmethode entwickelt, welche auf einer Ligandenaustauschreaktion beruht.
Eine Vielzahl der üblicherweise zur Charakterisierung von Mn12 Monolagen herangezogenen experimentellen Techniken, wie etwa Rastersondenverfahren, Photoelektronen-Spektroskopie sowie Synchrotron-gestützte
Spektroskopiemethoden, wurde auf ihre Eignung für eine eindeutige
Bestätigung der Integrität der Moleküle hin untersucht. Die Ergebnisse beweisen, dass keine der vormals verwendeten Untersuchungsmethoden einen
eindeutigen Beleg für die Abscheidung intakter Mn12 -Moleküle in Monolagen erbringen kann. Insbesondere haben sich auf Röntgenstrahlung basierende Methoden als weitgehend ungeeignet für die Untersuchung von
Mn12 -Monolagen erwiesen. Dennoch liefert der Vergleich aller Ergebnisse
überzeugende Hinweise darauf, dass die Integrität von durch Ligandenaustauschreaktion deponierten Mn12 -Molekülen erhalten werden kann.
Darüber hinaus wurden verschiedene RastertunnelspektroskopieVerfahren verwendet, um elektronische sowie geometrische Eigenschaften
einzelner Mn12 -Moleküle zu ermitteln. Die hervorragende Übereinstimmung

IV
mit theoretischen Berechnungen beziehungsweise konsistente chemische
Eigenschaften bestätigen die Integrität der Moleküle. Die im Verlauf
dieser Arbeit erhaltenen Ergebnisse dienen als Basis für eine Vielzahl
zukünftiger magnetfeldabhängiger Rastertunnelspektroskopiemessungen an
Mn12 -Molekülen bei tiefen Temperaturen und liefern darüber hinaus neue
Ideen für die Untersuchung einzelner Molekularer Magnete im Allgemeinen.
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Introduction

The rapidly emerging field of spintronics, [1] combining electronic and spin
degrees of freedom, has passed from fundamental research to workable devices
within only ten years. The benefit of spintronics, compared with classical
electronics, is the additional degree of freedom, the spin, which interacts with
magnetic structures and thus facilitates encoding of information in magnetic
storage devices by means of a spinpolarized current. On the other hand,
the ongoing miniaturization of electronic circuits and data storage devices
requires unprecedented approaches towards the fabrication as well as controlled manipulation of novel electronic and magnetic components. As the
decrease in size approaches the ultimate physical limits in terms of stability,
processing or controllability, [2] bottom-up approaches taking the advantages
of molecular self-assembly represent a promising alternative (see Fig. 1.1). [3]
In particular, the class of single molecule magnets (SMMs) [4, 5] that
combine the straightforward fabrication by means of wet chemistry with extraordinary magnetic properties as well as a serious prospect to influence
the magnetic state of the invididual molecules by means of a spinpolarized
current, is in the focus of intense research efforts. Since the discovery of
the first SMM in 1993, [6] a variety of new insights revealed not only the
possibility of data storage, but also access to fascinating quantum effects on
a molecular scale. [7, 8] As all of these effects can be assigned to individual
molecules rather than any kind of cooperative phenomenon, a struggle for
the first direct observation of magnetic effects in an individual SMM was
initiated by the investigation of a monolayer of SMMs in 2003. [9] Despite
tremendous effort towards this goal, no unambiguous evidence for the preservation of any property, like the presence of magnetic hysteresis or even of the

8

Figure 1.1: A vision of a possible realization of a molecular data storage
device. Single molecule magnets are deposited on a surface to form an ordered
array. A scanning tunneling microscopy tip is used to manipulate and/or
read out the magnetic state of the individual molecules by means of a spinpolarized current.

structure of a Mn12 SMM (see below) deposited on a surface could be obtained to date. Consequently, no study of any SMM-based spintronic device
is available. Apparently, the fascinating magnetic properties of SMMs bring
along an extraordinary structural instability with respect to the deposition
on surfaces.
This thesis contributes to a deeper understanding of SMMs on surfaces.
Questioning the existing as well as applying new concepts to the deposition
of SMMs on conductive substrates, a fully reproducible preparation routine
was developed that yields intact SMM monolayers. In consequence, the first
electronic transport measurements could be performed, culminating in the
determination of fundamental electronic and even structural properties of
individual SMMs. The organization of the thesis is as follows:
In chapter 2, an introduction into molecular magnetism is given with the
main focus on the molecules studied in the course of this thesis. Furthermore,
the previous approaches towards the deposition and the determination of the
electronic transport properties of SMMs on surfaces are discussed.
The experimental and theoretical techniques used in this thesis are presented in chapter 3. Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and spectroscopy

1 Introduction
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(STS) as the main experimental techniques are discussed, with a detailed section dedicated solely to STS on molecules as these measurements revealed a
huge amount of new insights into the transport through SMMs. Secondly,
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), X-ray and UV photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS/UPS) as well as the related resonant photoemission spectroscopy (RPES) are discussed. Finally, a brief overview over additional
techniques used during this thesis is presented. After that, the wet chemical
preparation of the SMM monolayers is described in chapter 4.
Chapter 5 contains results obtained via STM, STS, atomic force microscopy (AFM), XPS and UPS. The morphology as well as the elemental
composition of the SMM monolayers are presented. However, the results also
provide clear evidence that the integrity of the individual molecules cannot
be proven by means of these techniques.
The investigation of SMM monolayers by means of synchrotron radiation
(XAS, RPES) is presented in chapter 6. Despite the observation of radiation
damages, the high sensitivity of XAS to different oxidation states of Mn ions
allows the extraction of strong indications for the integrity of the SMMs after
deposition on surfaces.
In chapter 7, studies obtained from different STS measurements provide
access to the electronic transport properties of individual SMMs. The results
are interpreted on the basis of simulations obtained from a scalar model
for ballistic current flow. The results are further used for advanced STS
modes which allow to derive fundamental geometric properties of individual
molecules.
Finally, the results are linked to each other in the conclusion and an
outlook to future experiments is given. In particular, a straightforward approach to the measurement of quantum phase interference in the spin space
of a single molecule is suggested.
Parts of the results presented in this thesis have been published in various
journals. References will be included whenever appropriate.
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Molecular Magnetism

When T. Lis described the ”Preparation, Structure, and Magnetic Properties of a Dodecanuclear Mixed-Valence Manganese Carboxylate” in 1980, he
casually annotated that this complicated unit should have interesting magnetic properties. [10] Not until 1991, A. Caneschi et al. performed a more
detailed study on this dodecanuclear cluster, named Mn12 -acetate, that revealed a giant molecular spin of S=10. [11] Two years later, R. Sessoli et
al. discovered a magnetic bistability in this molecule. [6] Another two years
later, additional indications of an ”unusual” magnetic behaviour of Mn12
compounds were published by H. J. Eppley [12] and in 1996 J. R. Friedman
et al. and L. Thomas et al. observed steps in the magnetic hysteresis loop
of Mn12 -acetate that could be assigned to quantum tunneling of magnetization. [7, 8] This may be regarded as the birth of an entirely new discipline in
science - molecular magnetism.1 The new material class of single molecule
magnets (SMMs) was in contrast to the magnetic systems well-known at this
time. Quantum effects could be directly observed via straightforward measurements on macroscopic samples while all magnetic properties are due to
intra- rather than inter-molecular effects.
In this chapter the fundamental properties of SMMs, especially of Mn12 acetate and its derivatives, are described. After a brief description of the
structure, the magnetic properties, especially the effect of quantum tunneling of magnetization, will be specified. In the next section, the even more
1
It is important to emphasize the difference between single-molecule magnets and
molecule-based magnets. The latter are similar to conventional ferromagnets except
the molecular building blocks (see Ref. [13, 14] and references therein for additional details) while the magnetic properties of single-molecule magnets originate from the single
molecules.
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2.1. Structure of Mn12 Single Molecule Magnets

fascinating effect of quantum phase interference during the tunneling event
will be highlighted. A short overview of the existing studies that corroborate
the molecular origin of the effects will be included whenever appropriate. Finally, the previous approaches towards the investigation of individual Mn12
molecules are described.

2.1

Structure of Mn12 Single Molecule Magnets

A huge variety of single molecule magnets has been described since the discovery of this material class. Apart from Mn12 -acetate and a large number
of Mn12 derivatives, [4, 5] molecular magnets like, for example, Ni12 [15],
Ni10 [16], Ni4 [17], Fe4 [18], Cr7 Ni [19], Mn13 [20], Mn6 Cr [21], SrMn14 [22],
and Mn5 Ln4 [23] have been synthesized and investigated. However, the family of Mn12 SMMs is of particular importance to the field of molecular magnetism as it combines a relatively high blocking temperature (∼ 3.5 K) [24]
with the possibility of straightforward chemical modifications [25, 26, 27] to
meet requirements of specific experiments or applications. Nevertheless, the
occasionally used description ”Drosophila2 of molecular magnetism” turned
out to be inadequate as Mn12 in the crystalline form may nowadays represent
a kind of reference system for established measurement techniques but, on
the other hand, is far from being completely understood, particularly on a
single-molecule level.
The SMM Mn12 -acetate [Mn12 O12 (O2 CCH3 )16 (H2 O)4 ] is comprised of an
8+
inner [Mn4+
cubane that is surrounded by a ring of eight Mn3+ ions
4 O4 ]
held together by eight O2− ions (see Fig. 2.1). [10] All Mn ions have a
distorted octahedral coordination. The residual free sites of the manganese
ions are occupied with eight axial and eight equatorial acetate ligands and
four water molecules. The molecule has a S4 point symmetry, and therefore
three crystallographically independent species of Mn atoms exist. Mn12 2

Drosophila melanogaster, the fruit fly, is the most studied organism in biology, particularly in genetics.
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Figure 2.1: The Mn12 O12 core viewed (a) along and (b) perpendicular to the
easy axis (Mn3+ : blue, Mn4+ : yellow, oxygen: red). The spins of the four
inner Mn4+ ions (s = 3/2) are coupled antiparallel to those of the outer ring
of eight Mn3+ ions (s = 2).

acetate crystallizes in a tetragonal lattice with the easy magnetization axes
of individual molecules oriented along the c-axis. The crystals furthermore
include water molecules of hydration and disordered acetic acid molecules.
A straightforward routine for the chemical modification of Mn12 -acetate
was described by different authors. [25, 26, 27] The acetate ligands can be
exchanged with nearly any molecule containing, for example, a carboxylic or
phosphinic acid, given that basic sterical requirements are fulfilled. In principle, this allows a modification of the electronic, magnetic, optical or mechanical properties of the Mn12 molecules. For ligands containing carboxylic
acids, the general formula is [Mn12 O12 (O2 CR)16 (H2 O)4 ] with R describing
the specific ligand. Different Mn12 derivatives mostly crystallize in different
lattice structures with the respective solvents used for crystallization incorporated into the single crystals instead of the acetic acid present in the case
of Mn12 -acetate. However, the magnetic properties of the Mn12 core itself
and, in particular, the temperature range in which the relevant effects can
be observed, are only slightly affected by the ligand exchange. [4, 28]
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2.2

Magnetic

Properties

of

Mn12

Single

Molecule Magnets
2.2.1

The Giant Spin and its Consequences

Because the magnetic properties are due to the Mn12 O12 core, the ligands
are neglected for the following fundamental considerations. However, one
has to keep in mind that some ligands can significantly affect the properties
of the magnetically active core (symmetry properties, oxidation levels etc.).
These effects are well-described in the literature [24, 29, 30] and will also be
discussed in following chapters whereever appropriate.
An antiparallel coupling between Mn3+ (s=2) and Mn4+ (s=3/2) ions
and a ferromagnetic coupling between ions with identical oxidation state
via superexchange interaction through oxygen ions results in a giant spin of
S = 8 × 2 - 4 × 3/2 = 10. This value was determined, for example, by magnetic
measurements and electron paramagnetic resonance [11] while the antiparallel coupling between Mn3+ and Mn4+ ions was proven by means of X-ray
magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) [31]. Mn12 molecules also possess a
strong orthorhombic Jahn-Teller distortion with respect to the Mn3+ ions
that gives rise to a large uniaxial anisotropy. The spin Hamiltonian for Mn12
is given by [32]


H = −DSz2 + E Sx2 − Sy2 + C S+4 + S−4 − gµB (Hz Sz + Hx Sx )

(2.1)

with D, E: second-order anisotropy parameters, C: fourth-order anisotropy
parameter, Sx/y/z : components of the spin operator, S± =Sx ±iSy , µB : Bohr
magneton, and g: electron g-factor. The last term is the Zeeman energy
including the axial and a transverse field component. Dipolar as well as hyperfine interactions are neglected for the following considerations. Neglecting
the transverse terms, the energy levels are described by
Em = −Dm2 − gµB Hz m

(2.2)
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Figure 2.2: The projection of the magnetization on the z axis can be represented by a double well potential. (a)
For zero-field, the net magnetization
is zero and all states are equally populated. (b) When a magnetic field is
applied at low temperature, one well
is selectively populated. [4]

As m is defined by -S ≤ m ≤ +S, there are (2 S + 1) = 21 possible values for
m. The m = ± S levels have the lowest energy. Figure 2.2 shows a schematic
energy diagram taking the easy axis anisotropy into account, with the formalism being an extension of that commonly used for superparamagnetism. [33]
In zero field, the two wells shown in Fig. 2.2 are equally populated. For
application of an external magnetic field parallel to the easy axis, the levels
with m > 0 correspond to a spin orientation antiparallel to the field while
m < 0 corresponds to a parallel orientation. Given that the temperature is
sufficiently low, e.g. the right well in Fig. 2.2 is selectively populated and the
levels are shifted due to the Zeeman term. For high external fields, only the
m = -10 state will be populated and the magnetization is saturated. When
the external field is switched off, the system recovers a thermal equilibrium
via a series of relaxation steps. These relaxation steps are due to spin-phonon
coupling and result in an exponential decay of the magnetization M(t) given
by
M (t) = M (0) · e−t/τ
(2.3)
with τ : relaxation time. Consequently, this mechanism does not result in
any directly observable quantum effects. On the other hand, the relaxation
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Figure 2.3: Sketch of a QTM transition from m = 10 to m = -8 in an external magnetic field. After the transition
the molecule relaxes via spin-phonon
interaction. [4]

time is given by [34]
τ = τ0 exp (∆E/kT )

3
2π~2 ρc5 S 2
τ0 =
3 |V10 | ∆E

(2.4)
(2.5)

with ∆E: height of the barrier, V10 : spin-phonon matrix element for the last
(slowest) step climbing the barrier. This is the same behaviour as for superparamagnets. The main difference, however, is the lack of a quasicontinuum
of levels for Mn12 due to S = 10 in contrast to S ∼ 103 for superparamagnets. At low temperature (∼ 2 K) the relaxation time is extremely long in
the case of Mn12 (up to years), so that an additional relaxation pathway can
be observed which will be discussed in the following section.

2.2.2

Quantum Tunneling of Magnetization

To describe quantum tunneling of magnetization (QTM), the transverse
anisotropy terms in Eq. 2.1 can no longer be neglected3 as the states corresponding to the energies defined by Eq. 2.2 are orthogonal to each other.
The transverse anisotropy term E(Sx2 − Sy2 ) may be regarded a distortion
that removes the purely axial symmetry. [4] Since axial and transverse terms
of the Hamiltonian do not commute, the eigenstates are a mixture of the |mi
states. Consequently, the wave function is delocalized on both wells shown in
Fig. 2.3 what results in a finite probability for tunneling of the magnetization
3

The transverse components of the magnetic field are still neglected in this section.
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Figure 2.4: Simplified sketch of the
energy levels of a SMM crossing each
other as the external magnetic field increases. A QTM event results in a socalled anticrossing that corresponds to
a passage from one line to another.[4]

through the energy barrier.
The probability for QTM increases significantly whenever two states on
opposite sides of the barrier are energetically degenerate. It is obvious that
there are many different pathways for QTM when phonon-assisted tunneling
is taken into account. In this case, transitions occur on one side of the barrier
until QTM takes place across the barrier. An energy diagram depicting the
variety of possible QTM events is shown in Fig. 2.4. The probability for
QTM is high whenever two lines in the diagram cross each other. Due to
the transition from one line to another, this event is also called anticrossing.
This denotation will be used in the section on quantum phase interference
(see below).
QTM makes Mn12 one of the most fascinating molecules because the tunneling events can be directly observed in a measurement of the magnetization
(e.g. via SQUID4 measurements on a macroscopic single crystal [7, 8, 35, 36]).
The temperature has to be sufficiently low (TB ∼ 3.5 K) to facilitate an observation of the quantum effects.5 At higher temperature, too many transitions
between excited states occur so that no well-defined transitions are visible
in the measurement. Since all molecules are oriented into the same direction
4

Superconducting QUantum Interference Device, see experimental section.
It may seem reasonable to obtain higher blocking temperatures by independently
increasing the anisotropy parameter D and the spin S (Eq. 2.1). However, recent studies indicate a trade-off between D and S which hampers a design of high temperature
SMMs. [37, 38]
5
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Figure 2.5: Magnetic hysteresis loops of a Mn12 -diphenylphosphinate single
crystal obtained by means of micro-Hall measurements. [39] In (a) the temperature dependence as well as the transition from thermally assisted to pure
ground state tunneling is visible around 0.6 K while in (b) the dependence
on the field sweep rate is demonstrated.

within the single crystal, an external magnetic field can be oriented along
the easy axis of all molecules. When the magnetic field is swept to obtain a
magnetic hysteresis loop, QTM results in distinct steps within the loop (Fig.
2.5). The steps are a direct consequence of QTM of a specific amount of
molecules within the crystal. The plateaus in the hysteresis loop correspond
to a non-degeneracy of levels so that the probability for quantum tunneling
is extremely low. It is worth noticing, that the stepped hysteresis loop is not
due to a collective phenomenon (e.g. magnetic domains) but that for each
individual molecule there is a certain probability for tunneling.
The shape of the magnetic hysteresis loop, especially of the steps, can be
altered by changing the temperature. [7, 8] When the temperature is reduced
(starting at the blocking temperature TB ), fewer phonon-assisted transitions
take place. Below a certain threshold, pure ground-state transitions can be
observed, resulting in a crossover from smooth to very sharp equidistant
(H-direction) steps [Fig. 2.5 (a)]. [24, 40] This observation is a fascinating
proof of the theory of QTM as all steps can be assigned to a QTM transition
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starting at m = 10, clearly showing that only part of the molecules experience
a tunneling event while the other molecules remain in their original state. An
additional way of affecting the shape of the loop is the variation of the field
sweep rate [Fig. 2.5 (b)]. [32]
The purely molecular origin of the effects has been confirmed, for example, by magnetization measurements on diluted and frozen Mn12 solutions [41]
or by means of frequency domain magnetic resonance spectroscopy on frozen
Mn12 solutions which also allowed to distinguish between nanoclusters and
really spatially separated molecules. [42]
Finally, the effect of transverse magnetic fields has to be considered which
will be discussed in the following section.

2.2.3

Quantum Phase Interference

In the past, measurements of quantum interference phenomena have mainly
involved phase interference effects between pathways of particles moving
in real-space. [43] Similar effects were expected for a spin moving in spin
space, [44] especially for the case of QTM through an energy barrier for spin
reversal. Since QTM in SMMs is a purely molecular effect that can be observed in measurements on macroscopic samples, molecules like Mn12 or Fe8
should be well-suited to study quantum interference phenomena. Indeed,
the first detection of quantum phase interference in the spin space of SMMs
was realized on crystals of Fe8 . [45] Fe8 was particularly suited because pure
ground state tunneling occurs below 360 mK while Mn12 -acetate - in contrast
to ’advanced’ Mn12 derivatives - reveals temperature dependent relaxation
effects even at very low temperature. [46]
The occurance of quantum phase interference during QTM can be described in a semi-classical picture by the Berry phase [47] [Fig. 2.6 (a)] which
results in constructive or destructive interference between QTM pathways of
opposite windings. The Berry phase changes when an external magnetic field
is applied perpendicular to the easy magnetization axis (Hx in Eq. 2.1), resulting in oscillations of the width of the tunneling barrier (tunneling splitting
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Figure 2.6: (a) Schematic representation of the possible tunneling pathways
and the resulting quantum interference in a transverse magnetic field. (b)
Sketch of the results obtained from the original measurement of quantum
phase interference on Fe8 SMMs for several azimuth angles adapted from [45].

∆) as a function of Hx . The period of oscillation is given by [48]
∆H =

2kB p
2E(E + D)
gµB

(2.6)

with g ∼ 2 and kB : Boltzmann’s constant, µB : Bohr magneton. The tunnel
splitting ∆ can be measured in a relatively straightforward way. The LandauZener model6 (Fig. 2.7) defines the probability P for a QTM transition
by [44, 50]


π∆2
(2.7)
P = 1 − exp −
4~gµB SdHz /dt
with ~: Planck’s constant and dHz /dt: constant sweeping rate of the longitudinal field over an energy level anticrossing. Consequently, quantum phase
interference can be measured by (a) applying a defined transverse field Hx ,
(b) sweeping the longitudinal field Hz over an anticrossing during a SQUID
measurement, (c) determining the amount of molecules that reversed their
spin from the magnetization what yields P and (d) calculating the tunnel
splitting ∆ from Eq. 2.7 for different values of Hx .
6

A recent study indicates that the transitions are incoherent but that the Landau-Zener
formalism describes the spin-flip probability with sufficient accuracy for rapid field sweeps
because of a fortuitous cancellation of the width of the crossing and the incoherent spin-flip
rate. [49]
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Figure 2.7: Simplified sketch of
an anticrossing in the LandauZener model.

Figure 2.6 (b) shows the results of the original measurement on Fe8 . A
few years later, comparable results have also been obtained for Mn12 derivatives. [28, 51] The ability to directly observe quantum phase interference
in the spin space by means of a measurement on a macroscopic sample is
another demonstration of the unprecedented capabilities of SMMs.
Nevertheless, both QTM and quantum phase interference have been observed exclusively on bulk-like samples or on frozen solutions. Possible applications or experiments on individual molecules require, however, a possibility
to directly address the single molecules in a well-defined manner. To this
goal, two approaches seem feasible: (a) The deposition of SMMs on surfaces
and addressing by means of scanning probe techniques or (b) the deposition of SMMs in break junctions to perform transport measurements. Both
possibilities will be discussed in the following section.

2.3

Previous Results on Individual Single
Molecule Magnets

2.3.1

Single Molecule Magnets on Surfaces

The deposition of molecules on surfaces to perform measurements by
means of scanning probe techniques is nearly routine nowadays. [52] There
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are numerous publications on imaging ordered layers of molecules with
(sub)molecular resolution and performing local spectroscopic measurements
like scanning tunneling spectroscopy (see below). [53, 54, 55, 56, 57] In addition, molecular monolayers are frequently investigated by spectroscopic (partially synchrotron-based) techniques that allow insights into the orientation
of the molecules with respect to the surface (angle-resolved X-ray absorption
spectroscopy) and even into the hybridization of molecular orbitals with the
substrate atoms (valence-band photoemission). [58]
The preparation of molecular monolayers is straightforward in many
cases. There are a variety of techniques to deposit molecules on a substrate,
i.a. by means of
• Thermal evaporation (e.g. via an effusion cell or laser ablation) onto
a (cooled) substrate resulting in physisorption of the molecules. This
technique requires thermally stable molecules. [59, 60]
• In situ spray evaporation onto a substrate e.g. by opening a
microsecond-valve between an ultra-high vacuum chamber and a reservoir of molecules in solution. [61]
• Self-assembly from solution of molecules functionalized with groups or
ligands strongly interacting with a substrate. A well-known example
is the gold-sulfur interaction that results in chemical bonds or a strong
physisorption (see below). [9, 52, 62]
• Functionalization of the substrate with molecules containing functional
groups that ”catch” the molecules to be deposited from solution and
link them to the substrate. [63, 64, 65]
Given the large amount of well-known deposition and characterization
techniques, studies on SMMs deposited on surfaces might be expected to be
straightforward. Indeed, a number of studies on the investigation of SMMs
on surfaces have been published. In the following, the different approaches
towards the deposition of Mn12 molecules will be shortly described. However,
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it is worth noticing that none of the presented approaches yielded unambiguous evidence for the deposition of intact molecules. Nevertheless, two reviews
on the deposition of Mn12 on surfaces have already been published. [66, 67]
Possible reasons for this discrepancy will be discussed within the following
sections. Additional details on the nature of some of the reactions used for
the deposition will be described in the results sections.

2.3.1.1

Deposition of Functionalized Mn12 Molecules

The first-ever approach towards the deposition was realized by using the Mn12
derivative [Mn12 O12 (L)16 (H2 O)4 ] with L = acetyl-protected sulfanylhexadecanoate ligands. [9] After deprotection of the thiol group, Au-thiolate bonds
promoted an anchoring of the molecules to the Au(111) surface. Figure 2.8
(a) shows a scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) image obtained after deposition of the Mn12 molecules. Prolonged scanning of the surface under
the adopted experimental conditions caused a motion of the molecules and
progressive disruption of the layer. Isolated molecules, like shown in the inset of Fig. 2.8 (a) could then be imaged. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) [9] and X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) [68] measurements revealed the presence of all elements present within the molecules and, according to the authors of Ref. [68], showed that the intimate cluster nature is
not seriously affected and further studies on its electronic structure can be
carried out.
Subsequently, a series of different Mn12 derivatives with sulfur-containing
ligands was synthesized and deposited on Au(111). Mainly based on STM
images and XPS spectra, each of these studies claimed that the molecules
were deposited intactly. [62, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73] However, limitations of STM,
AFM and XPS with respect to a corroboration of the structural integrity of
Mn12 monolayers will be discussed in the following chapters.
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Figure 2.8: (a) STM image (100 × 100 nm2 ) of Mn12 SMMs grafted to
Au(111) via the S-Au interaction. The inset shows molecules remaining
on the surface after prolonged scanning (Reprinted with permission from
[9]. Copyright 2003, Wiley-VCH). (b) STM image obtained after deposition of Mn12 SMMs on a mercaptohexadecanoic acid functionalization layer
(Reprinted with permission from [63]. Copyright 2005, Wiley-VCH).

2.3.1.2

Deposition of Mn12 Molecules on Functionalized Surfaces

The possibility to exchange the ligands of Mn12 -acetate was demonstrated by
different authors. [25, 26] While the aim of these studies was a proof for the
preservation of fundamental structural or magnetic properties of Mn12 after
ligand exchange or an increase of the blocking temperature, this reaction can
also be used for the deposition of Mn12 on surfaces.
Figure 2.8 (b) shows an STM image obtained after the deposition of
[Mn12 O12 (t BuCO2 )16 (H2 O)4 )] on a Au(111) surface pre-functionalized with
1,16-mercaptohexadecanoic acid. [63] The image seems to reveal a partial ordering of molecules with coherence lengths up to 40 nm. Such kind of ordering
may be expected due to a perfect ordering of the mercaptohexadecanoic acid
functionalization layer.
Multi-step deposition procedures may also facilitate the deposition of
Mn12 molecules on different substrates like Si(100). For example, the Mn12
derivative [Mn12 O12 (OAc)16 (H2 O)4 ] was deposited on Si(100) via a three-step
procedure including (1) grafting of the methyl-ester of 10-undecenoic acid on
silicon, (2) hydrolysis of the ester group, and (3) ligand exchange between
the Mn12 molecule and the undecanoic acid. [65]
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Figure 2.9: (a) AFM image obtained after drop casting Mn12 solution on
HOPG (ring diameter 4.2 to 4.6 µm) (Reprinted with permission from [74].
Copyright 2005, The Royal Society of Chemistry). (b) STM image (ca.
1.2 × 1.2 µm2 ) of a FIB patterned Au layer on Si(100) (Reprinted with permission from [75]. Copyright 2006, Elsevier).

2.3.1.3

Patterning of Mn12 Ensembles on Different Substrates

Since a main intention of the studies on Mn12 is a possible application in
future spintronic devices, approaches towards the fabrication of ordered arrays or patterned Mn12 layers have to be developed. This can be achieved by
modifying the substrate, by using the breath-figure phenomenon or by modifying the completed Mn12 layer. Figure 2.9 shows two images of structures
for Mn12 layers. In Fig. 2.9 (a), self-assembled rings have been fabricated
by dropcasting Mn12 in solution on HOPG. [74] A substrate suited for the
deposition of Mn12 molecules on a Au surface patterned by focused ion beam
milling is shown in Fig. 2.9 (b). [75] Although both techniques clearly show a
possibility to obtain ordered or patterned arrays of molecules on a µm scale,
the properties of the individual molecules were not addressed.

2.3.2

Mn12 Molecules in Molecular Junctions

For most of the deposition procedures listed above, the characterization of
the molecular layer was limited to recording scanning probe images as well
as XPS spectra. On the other hand, the electronic transport properties of
the individual molecules were not addressed, for example, by scanning tunneling spectroscopy. An alternative approach towards the determination of
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Figure 2.10: (a) Sketch of a Mn12
SMM in a molecular transistor geometry. (b) SEM image of the real device.
Apparently, no information about the
number of molecules within the junction or the integrity of these molecules
is available (Reprinted with permission from [76]. Copyright 2006, The
American Physical Society).

Figure 2.11: Differential conductance
measured after deposition of Mn12
molecules via the setup shown in Fig.
2.10 (Reprinted with permission from
[76]. Copyright 2006, The American
Physical Society).

electronic transport properties of individual molecules is the fabrication of
molecular junctions. [77, 78, 79] This method may be advantageous compared with STM as it allows a symmetric coupling of both electrodes to the
molecule. Figure 2.10 shows a sketch of a Mn12 molecule trapped between
two electrodes as well as a scanning electron microscopy image of the electrodes. [76] The setup was fabricated by creating thin gold wires by e-beam
lithography, depositing sulfur-functionalized Mn12 molecules in solution and
finally electromigrating in vacuum by ramping a voltage across the bridges.
The gate electrode beneath the bridge is used to shift the molecular energy
levels.
Figure 2.11 shows the differential conductance as a function of gate and
bias voltage. [76] A region of negative differential conductance is visible. This
was assigned to a nonequilibrium population of excited molecular states that
can be emptied only slowly by a QTM-induced violation of the spin-selection
rules. The negative differential conductance would directly result from such
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an effect.
To date, there are at least four studies on molecular junction measurements on Mn12 . [76, 80, 81, 82] However, a different study revealed the occurance of relatively high temperatures (≥ 500 K) during the electromigration
process frequently used for the fabrication of single-molecule transistors. [83]
This insight raises questions about the reliability of some of the measurements on Mn12 [83] because Mn12 molecules degrade above 380-420 K. [84]
Furthermore, the intact deposition of the molecules used for the studies on
the Au (111) surface was not unambiguously confirmed so that the ability to
graft the intact molecules to Au electrodes may also be raised to question.
Although there may be many systems where single-molecule transistors
can be realized and might be much more defined than STM geometries with
respect to e.g. the coupling parameters, STM seems to be preferable for the
investigation of individual Mn12 molecules at the present stage due to the
unknown state of Mn12 molecules after deposition on surfaces.7 In the case
of STM, the direct visualization as well as direct and controlled addressing
of individual molecules is feasible.

2.3.3

Calculations of Transport Properties of Mn12

The transport properties of a magnetic molecule deposited on a metallic
substrate are expected to reveal an interesting interplay between quantum
tunneling, phase coherence, and electronic correlation effects. [3] Different
theoretical studies suggest possibilities to directly measure magnetic signatures of a SMM in electronic transport spectra. [32, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91]
For example, the stepwise changes of the magnetization are predicted
to result in a stepwise increase of the molecular conductance as a function
of an external magnetic field. The following example is representative for
a variety of studies and some of the main assumptions will be discussed in
the results chapters. Assuming a SMM located between an STM tip and a
7

In this context, also the evaporation of metal electrodes on top of Mn12 monolayers does not represent a promising alternative due to the possibility of damaging the
molecules. [85]
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metallic substrate (weak tunneling / charge regime), the Hamiltonian for the
tunneling electrons is given by [32]

H1 =

X
kk0 α


 XX
+
~
0
0
TLR c+
c
+
H.c.
+
J
c
~
σ
c
·
S
+
H.c.
(2.8)
LR Lkα
Rk β
Lkα Rk α
kα

k0 β

with L/R: electrodes, α, β: spin orientation. The first sum describes
direct tunneling while the second one includes electrons being scattered on
~ Terms of higher order (e.g. Kondo terms) are included
the molecular spin S.
in H.c.
The current can be calculated by Fermi’s Golden Rule:

ILR =


2e2 
γT + Sz2 γJ V
h
e X
Pm [S (S + 1) − m (m ± 1)]
+ γJ
h
m
× [ζ (Em − Em±1 + eV ) − ζ (Em − Em±1 − eV )] (2.9)

with γT /J : direct (T)/scattered (J) tunneling rate, V: bias voltage, ζ =
/[1 − exp(−β)], Em : molecular energy levels. Evidently, only the tunneling
current including a spin interaction is affected by QTM.
The scaled molecular conductance can be simplified as

2

gs (M ) = S +

M
X

nPS−n

(2.10)

n=0

with M = 0, 1, 2, ... and Pj = limt→∞ |aj (t)|2 where the aj (t) are defined
P
by |Ψ(t)i = Sj=−S aj (t) |ji. Consequently, the time-dependent Schrödinger
equation is reduced to the 2S+1 coupled equations for the aj (t). The solution
is described in the literature. [32] Figure 2.12 (a) shows the scaled conductance as a function of an external magnetic field applied along the easy axis.
The difference between the curves shown for different sweep rates c can be
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Figure 2.12: (a) The conductance of Mn12 is predicted to
increase stepwise as a function
of a longitudinal magnetic field
as well as the sweep rate c.
(b) Due to quantum phase interference, the conductance is
expected to be an oscillating
function of a transverse magnetic field (adapted from [32]).

explained by the monotonically decreasing magnetization as a function of
sweep rate.
Extension of the above formalism to transverse magnetic fields results in
a prediction of oscillations of the conductance due to quantum phase interference. Figure 2.12 (b) shows the predicted curve.
Apart from QTM and quantum phase interference, the Kondo effect was
predicted to be observable in transport spectra of SMMs. [91] As the Kondo
effect requires electrons from the conduction band that screen a magnetic impurity, the SMM has to be strongly coupled to the surface (spin-fluctuation
or Kondo regime) what might be realized in single-molecule transistors or
by closely approaching an STM tip. A main finding was that the Kondo
temperature can be much larger than the magnetic splittings. Furthermore,
a strong modulation of the Kondo effect as a function of a longitudinal magnetic field may be used for transport spectroscopy in low magnetic fields for
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both integer and half-integer spins.
In addition to Kondo spectroscopy, current-induced magnetic switching
of a SMM was investigated. Assuming an exchange interaction between
electrons occupying the LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital) and
the molecular giant spin, the latter may be switched by means of a spinpolarized current. Furthermore, signatures of magnetization switching may
be visible in electronic transport spectra. [86, 88, 90]
Although the aforementioned theoretical considerations yield very stimulating and promising results, an important fact was mostly neglected. In
many studies the occupation of molecular levels was not taken into account
or the detailed electronic structure was not considered (see e.g. Eq. 2.8).
This would, however, be extremely important as the magnetic properties
and the measurable transport signatures may be affected by a variation of
the molecular electronic structure. [92, 93] In the few studies considering an
occupation of molecular levels, the current flowing through the molecules was
assumed to be very high given the extremely low bias voltage. [88] As will be
shown in the results sections, only low currents can be achieved at relatively
high bias voltage.
Nevertheless, simplifications of calculations are often necessary, especially
in the case of SMMs which contain 200-300 atoms, complicating atomistic
calculations. Consequently, the existing calculations on magnetic field dependent transport through SMMs indicate promising possibilities to observe
molecular magnetic signatures in electronic transport spectra, but do not
represent a consistent foundation for the work performed in the course of
this thesis.

3 Experimental and Theoretical Techniques

3

Experimental
Techniques

and
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Theoretical

The experimental techniques described in this chapter cover a broad range
of surface physics. The most important techniques for this thesis, scanning
tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy (STM/STS), photoelectron spectroscopy, and X-ray absorption spectroscopy are discussed in detail while
the occasionally used methods are shortly summarized. All experiments
were performed under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions (pressure 10−9 10−11 mbar) required to avoid a contamination of samples or setups (STM,
X-ray sources etc.) as well as to increase the mean free path of photoelectrons
(photoelectron spectroscopy).
On the theoretical side, a few-parameter scalar model for ballistic current flow through a single molecular energy level will be introduced in the
context of scanning tunneling spectroscopy. This model includes just one
molecular energy level but also the essential factors determining the shape of
STS spectra of molecules. The comparison between experiment and theory
allows the straightforward determination of some of these factors (relative
coupling to electrodes, relative energy of levels).

3.1

Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM)

The scanning tunneling microscope (STM) [94, 95, 96] was one of the most
impelling inventions in surface physics in the last century as it facilitates a
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Figure 3.1: Sketch of the operation principle of STM in constant current mode. High voltage applied to the piezo tube
allows a three-dimensional motion of the tip on the nm-µm
scale. The control unit adjusts
the tip-sample distance to keep
the tunneling current constant
and translates the voltage applied for a tube elongation in
z direction into a topographic
image.

kind of real-space imaging of individual atoms or molecules.1 Consequently,
the STM (and related techniques) represents the only tool allowing the identification and controlled ”wiring” of an individual molecule, like an SMM.
The operation principle of the STM is based on the tunneling effect.2 A
metallic atomically sharp tip is approached towards a sample by means of
a piezo tube elongated by application of a high voltage (Fig. 3.1). A low
voltage (mV to a few V) is applied between tip and sample. As soon as
the electronic wave functions in tip and sample overlap (∼ 1 nm distance),
a tunneling current in the range of typically a few pA-µA can be detected.
This current is kept constant by varying the distance between tip and sample
via a feedback loop while scanning the surface (constant current mode). The
high voltage applied to vary the extension of the piezo tube is translated into
a topographic information. In an alternative operation mode, the extension
of the piezo tube is constant and the current is detected as a function of
lateral tip position (constant height mode).
For this thesis, an Omicron Variable Temperature (VT) AFM/STM was
1

In 1986, G. Binnig and H. Rohrer received the Nobel Prize in Physics for their design
of the scanning tunneling microscope.
2
In contrast to QTM, electrons tunneling in real space are considered in this section.
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used. The setup is spring-suspended and includes an eddy current damping system formed by copper plates located between CoSm magnets. The
VT AFM/STM can be operated in STM, atomic force microscopy (AFM)
and magnetic force microscopy (MFM) mode, depending on the tip or cantilever used. A liquid helium flow cryostat is coupled to the sample via a
thick copper wire which is also connected to a heating filament. Consequently, the setup covers a temperature range from about 25-800 K. For the
STM measurements, W tips were used. The tips have been electrochemically
etched [97] and flash-annealed by in situ electron bombardment, resulting in
a heating of the tip apex to roughly 1500 K what removes contaminants due
to the etching or due to oxidation. [98]

3.1.1

The Electron Tunneling Effect

The tunneling effect can most easily be explained in a 1-dimensional case. [96]
Assuming an energy barrier with height V0 (larger than the kinetic energy E
of an electron), the electron is described by the wave function Ψi (solution
of the time-independent Schrödinger equation):
−

~2 d2 Ψi (z)
·
+ V (z)Ψi (z) = EΨi (z)
2m
dz 2

(3.1)

with m: electron mass, ~ = h/(2π), h: Planck’s constant. The width of
the energy barrier is d. Three distinguishable regions are sketched in Fig.
3.2: Region 1 (V (z) = 0), region 2 (V (z) = V0 ) and region 3 (V (z) = 0).
The electron wave functions for the respective regions are given by
Ψ1 (z) = eikz + Ae−ikz
2mE
k2 =
~2

Ψ2 (z) = Be−κz + Ceκz
2m(V0 − E)
κ2 =
~2

(3.2)

(3.3)
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Figure 3.2: Sketch of the electron wave function around an energy barrier.
There is a small but finite probability for the electron to tunnel through the
barrier.

Ψ3 (z) = Deikz

(3.4)

From the continuity of the wave function and its derivative one obtains
a system of equations which finally yields the transmission coefficient T:
T =

1 + (k 2 +

κ2 )2

1
/ (4k 2 κ2 ) sinh2 (κd)

(3.5)

what (for κd  1) yields
T ∝ e−2κd

(3.6)

Equation 3.6 demonstrates the strong dependence of the tunneling current on the width of the energy (vacuum) barrier. For a distance variation
of 1 Å the tunneling current is varied by approximately one order of magnitude. This relation is the reason for the ability to use the tunneling current
to extract some kind of height information from STM measurements, and
also one of the reasons for the ability to image individual atoms by means of
STM.
However, the above consideration also shows that STM is not always
suited for real-space height measurements. Since the tunneling current is not
only determined by the distance between tip and sample but also by the local
density of states, a superposition of electronic and topographic information
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is derived.
Furthermore, the relation between tip-sample distance and tunneling current provides only insights into the resolution in z direction. As for the lateral
resolution, the localization of states strongly affects the ability to resolve e.g.
individual atoms. An indispensable prerequisite is an atomically sharp STM
tip so that only an overlap between the orbital of a single atom at the tip
apex and the orbitals of the surface atoms has to be considered. For example,
the delocalized d-electrons of Au make the imaging of individual atoms very
difficult. Nevertheless, the imaging of individual relatively large molecules
like SMMs is easier3 so that this point will not be further discussed and
reference is made to the literature. [99, 100, 101]

3.2
3.2.1

Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy (STS)
Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy on Metal Surfaces

Apart from the possibility to obtain topographic information, the STM can
also be used to perform local spectroscopy. [96] The most common scanning
tunneling spectroscopy (STS) mode is the I-U (current-voltage) spectroscopy.
Further operation modes will be discussed in the results section.
Considering the transition of electrons from tip to sample, the tunneling
matrix element M is given by a surface integral over the area between the
electrodes:
~
M=
2m

Z
z=z0



∂χ∗
χ
−Ψ
∂z
∂z
∗ ∂Ψ


dS

(3.7)

with Ψ, χ: wave functions of the electrodes. The electron transfer rate
can be calculated with Fermi’s Golden Rule:
3

However, artifacts due to the tip geometry frequently hamper STM measurements on
SMMs (see results section).
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w=

2π
|M |2 δ (EΨ − Eχ )
~

(3.8)

w is the probability for a transition from Ψ to χ. Summation over all possible states yields the tunneling current. The Fermi function of the electrons
is approximated by a step function.
4πe
I=
~

eV

Z

ρs (EF − eV + ) ρt (EF + ) |M |2 d

(3.9)

0

with ρs (E), ρt (E): density of states in sample and tip. Assuming that the
matrix element |M | is constant in the relevant region, the tunneling current is
given by the convolution of the densities of states (LDOS) of tip and sample:
Z
I∝

eV

ρs (EF − eV + ) ρt (EF + ) d

(3.10)

0

If the density of states of the tip is nearly constant, the LDOS on the
sample is given by
dI
∝ ρs (EF − eV )
dV

(3.11)

Consequently, the LDOS can be directly extracted from a measurement
of the differential conductivity.

3.2.2

Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy on Molecules

Since STS on metal surfaces is standardly discussed in many books and articles about surface physics, [96] the relation between differential conductivity
and LDOS is well-known. In consequence, the formalism is frequently used
to determine the electronic properties of molecules. It seems reasonable to
directly assign features of STS spectra to molecular energy levels like HOMO
(highest occupied molecular orbital) and LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital). However, this association is only valid in a few special cases.
It is very important to note that a molecule deposited on a surface does not
represent the substrate (electrode) for the STM measurement but is coupled
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to the substrate (the surface) in a specific way. The main assumptions used
for the derivation of Eq. 3.11 are not valid in the case of STS on molecules,
i.a. because (a) typically significantly higher bias voltages compared with
metal surfaces are used (∼ V instead of ∼ 100 mV), (b) molecules can be polarized due to the strong electric field, and (c) the coupling of the molecule
to substrate and tip is not included.
To understand STS spectra of molecules, three fundamental properties
have to be considered: [102, 103] (1) The position of molecular energy levels
with respect to the Fermi level in the metallic electrodes, (2) the broadening
of the molecular energy levels due to the coupling to the contacts, and (3)
the distribution of the electrostatic potential across the molecule. The model
described below is relatively simple but turned out to be sufficient to describe
the main features of STS spectra obtained from Mn12 molecules.
Locating the Fermi level: For a molecule coupled weakly to metallic electrodes it may seem reasonable to consider the metallic work function (WF),
the electron affinity (EA), and the ionization potential (IP) to locate the
Fermi level. EA0 and IP0 are associated with emission and injection of an
electron to and from vacuum. To account for the metallic contacts, the values have to be modified by an image potential Wim : EA = EA0 + Wim and
IP = IP0 + Wim . Consequently, the probability of the molecule to form a positive ion (losing an electron) is given by e(W F −IP )/kB T while the probability
to form a negative ion is e(EA−W F )/kB T (WF: work function). As long as (IPWF) and (WF-EA) are much larger than kB T, the molecule remains neutral.
However, linking the molecule to a metallic contact (chemisorption) results in
a strong hybridization of molecular energy levels with the delocalized metallic wave functions. Thus, the above model breaks down as the hybridization
gives rise to a fractional rather than an integer charge transfer. Furthermore,
the charge transfer causes a change in the electrostatic potential inside the
molecule, shifting the molecular energy levels by a contact potential.
A more appropriate description of the electronic transport is based on the
HOMO and LUMO levels associated with the fractional charge transfer. The
number of states below EF is equal to the number of electrons in the molecule.
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For a fractional charge transfer of +1, the Fermi energy EF would be located
on the LUMO while for -1 it would lie on the HOMO. Usually, the charge
transfer is smaller than one, so that EF is located somewhere between HOMO
and LUMO (inside the HOMO-LUMO gap). For the following considerations,
EF will be treated as a fitting parameter and it will be shown that the
transport spectra are mainly affected by the difference between EF and the
nearest level (HOMO or LUMO).
Broadening due to the contacts: The coupling strength between molecule
and contacts significantly determines the current flow. For a stronger coupling, the current increases. The broadening Γ of a molecular energy level is
related to the time τ it takes for an electron to escape from a level into a contact (or vice versa): Γ = ~/τ . For two contacts 1 and 2, the total broadening
is simply Γ = Γ1 + Γ2 .
The electrostatic potential: When a bias voltage V is applied between
two contacts, the electrochemical potentials of the contacts 1 and 2 are split:
µ1 - µ2 = eV. The remaining question is the location of µ1 and µ2 with respect
to the molecular levels. Commonly, the molecular levels are used as reference
and the chemical potentials are shifted by a voltage division factor η between
0 and 1 that describes how the electrostatic potential is distributed between
the contacts:

µ1 = EF − ηeV
µ2 = EF + (1 − η)eV

(3.12)

Figure 3.3 shows the influence of η on the measured I-U spectra. For η = 0
[Fig. 3.3 (a)], the spectrum is different for positive and negative voltage as
it involves different molecular orbitals (not shown here). On the other hand,
for η =0.5 [Fig. 3.3 (b)], the conduction takes place through the HOMO
level for both polarities while the LUMO level is completely unaffected. [53]
Consequently, an I-U spectrum will look nearly symmetric since the same
orbital is involved for both polarities. Neglecting the contact broadening, the
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Figure 3.3: The influence of the voltage division factor η on electronic transport spectra of molecules. [103]

conductance gap observed in fully symmetric spectra is 4 times the difference
between EF and nearest molecular orbital.
The possibility of conduction through only one molecular level is the most
important point as it clearly shows that a straightforward assignment of IU signatures to the HOMO-LUMO gap is not appropriate.4 Furthermore,
this insight explains the frequently observed symmetry of STS I-U spectra of
molecules. This is sometimes accounted for by placing the Fermi level in the
center of the HOMO-LUMO gap. However, this approach does not account
for the bias voltage dependence of the shape of STS I-U curves of molecules
which will be explained below.
4
For extremely asymmetric contacts, like frequently realized in STM measurements, the
I-U spectrum may indeed contain signatures of HOMO and LUMO. However, the direct
assignment to a HOMO-LUMO gap is still inappropriate. Furthermore, the coupling
strengths in the STS measurements in this thesis are relatively symmetric so that this
point is not discussed in detail.
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Figure 3.4: Sketch of the origin
of the charge-induced asymmetry of I-U spectra of molecules.
The effective emptying of the
HOMO via the strongly coupled contact results in a shift
of the energy levels for V < 0
(b). [104]

Charging induced asymmetry: The shape of STS I-U spectra of molecules
can be easily altered by using different set voltages. As a consequence of
the set voltage variation, the distance between STM tip and molecule is
changed, resulting in a different coupling strength. Assuming e.g. purely
HOMO mediated electronic transport, a reduced coupling between tip and
molecule results in a significant asymmetry of the spectrum. [104] Figure 3.4
shows a sketch of the origin of the asymmetry due to asymmetric coupling
(Γ1 > Γ2 ). For positive bias voltage on the weakly coupled contact [Fig.
3.4 (a)], the HOMO level is filled via the strongly coupled contact while
the weakly coupled contact tries to empty it. As a net result, the HOMO
level stays filled. For negative bias voltage applied to the weakly coupled
contact [Fig. 3.4 (b)], the HOMO level is effectively emptied via the strongly
coupled contact, resulting in a positive charging of the molecule. This effect
adds a self-consistent charging energy which lowers all energy levels, thus
retarding the onset of crossing of the HOMO by the electrochemical potential
µ2 . Consequently, the conductance is smaller for positive bias voltage applied
to the stronger coupled contact.5
Based on the above considerations, the main parameters determining
STS I-U spectra of molecules are the following:
• The difference between Fermi energy and HOMO or LUMO determines
which level participates in the electronic transport. For perfectly symmetric STS spectra, the measured conductance gap is roughly 4 times
5

For LUMO mediated transport, the effect is simply reversed because the LUMO is
filled and the molecule charges negatively.
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this difference.
• The broadening of molecular levels due to the contacts significantly
influences the strength of the current.
• Effective emptying or filling of molecular levels results in a charging of
the molecules. This effect stretches I-U spectra in the U-direction and
induces characteristic asymmetries that allow an identification of the
level (HOMO or LUMO) participating in the electronic transport (see
results).
Particularly the last point has important consequences for STS experiments.
While the coupling between molecule and substrate is fixed and can only
be varied by preparing different samples, the coupling between STM tip
and molecule can be easily varied by changing the distance between tip and
molecule. Experimentally, this is usually realized by using different set voltages or set currents. From the variation of the spectral shape as a function of
set voltage, the level participating in electronic transport can be identified.

3.3

Simulation of I-U Spectra of Molecules

The MolCToy tool represents a few-parameter scalar model for ballistic transport allowing the simulation of I-U spectra obtained by means of STS or break
junction measurements on molecules. This code couples a minimal model for
the molecular electronic structure with the Landauer theory of transport,
with a few adjustable parameters: (1) the difference between EF and an energy level , (2) the contact broadenings Γ1,2 , and (3) the charging energy U
that affects the shift of molecular energy levels due to a bias voltage. It is
important to note that the real electronic structure of the molecule is neither derived from nor included in the model but only the difference between
Fermi level and HOMO or LUMO can be estimated. For the simulations
performed in this thesis, the MolCToy code [102] was implemented in the
C++ programming language. [105]
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The number of electrons occupying a level in equilibrium with contact
1/2 is given by [102, 103]
N1/2 = 2f (, µ1/2 )

(3.13)

with f: Fermi-Dirac function. Out of equilibrium, the current at the left/right
contact is given by
eΓ1
(N1 − N )
~
eΓ2
IR =
(N − N2 )
~
IL =

For a steady state, IL is equal to IR so that
N =2

Γ1 f (, µ1 ) + Γ2 f (, µ2 )
Γ1 + Γ2

(3.14)

Finally, the current I is given by
I = IL = IR =

2e Γ1 Γ2
(f (, µ1 ) − f (, µ2 ))
~ Γ1 + Γ2

(3.15)

Charge effects can be included by adding a potential USC due to the
difference in the number of electrons from the equilibrium value 2f(0 , EF ):
USC = U (N − 2f (0 , EF ))

(3.16)

The level  is shifted by USC :
 = 0 + USC

(3.17)

However, the potential USC depends on the number of electrons, so that it has
to be calculated self-consistently by the following procedure: (1) Calculate
USC from N (Eq. 3.16), (2) use 0 , µ1,2 , Γ1,2 , USC to calculate N and I from
Eq. 3.14, 3.15, and (3) go back to (1). When the solution has converged (the
level is no more shifted in subsequent simulation steps), the current can be
calculated from Eq. 3.15.
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Figure 3.5: Examples of molecular I-U spectra simulated via the MolCToy
tool. The spectra demonstrate the influence of the coupling on the asymmetry of the I-U curves as well as the possibility to identify the level
(HOMO or LUMO) participating in the electronic transport. Parameters:
EF - = ± 0.5 eV, U = 1 eV, T = 300 K.

As an example, the results obtained from calculations for different coupling strengths are shown in Fig. 3.5. The spectra demonstrate that a
knowledge of the coupling strength allows the identification of the molecular level (HOMO or LUMO) participating in the electronic transport. [104]
Transferred to the STS measurements performed in this thesis, Γ1 correponds
to the coupling between molecule and substrate while Γ2 corresponds to the
coupling between tip and molecule. Assuming electronic transport via the
HOMO, the slope of the I-U spectrum should decrease for positive voltage
(path of electrons: tip - molecule - substrate) when the coupling between
tip and molecule is reduced (the tip is retracted). This point will be further
discussed in the results section.
Taking the broadening into account, the width of the conductance gap
wg is given by
wg = 4 (|EF − 0 | − ∆)
(3.18)
with ∆ ∼ 4kB T + Γ1 + Γ2 where 0 is the energy of the level closest to the
Fermi energy.
The above considerations include the effect of the coupling on the
strength of the current. However, the broadening of the molecular level
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has been neglected and the level was treated as discrete. As all points that
are relevant for this thesis are included in the model discussed so far, reference is made to the comprehensive literature to avoid an excessive discussion. [102, 103]
Finally, it is worth noticing that a conductance gap in I-U spectra of
molecules can also be due to Coulomb Blockade at room temperature [106,
107] which is not included in the above model. Hence, advanced calculations
are required which were, however, out of the scope of this thesis and may be
the subject of a future theoretical project.

3.4
3.4.1

Photoelectron Spectroscopy
X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy [108] (XPS)6 is a spectroscopic technique
based on the photoemission of electrons (mainly) from core levels due to the
excitation by X-ray radiation. XPS allows the determination of the elemental
composition of the surface of a sample and is also capable of resolving e.g.
binding energy shifts due to a chemical bond.
A measurement requires an X-ray source (X-ray gun or synchrotron),
the sample and an energy analyzer including electron collection lenses and
an electron detector. In this work, a dual anode X-ray source and an Omicron
EA 125 hemispherical energy analyzer were used. The UHV chamber in the
measurement region included a magnetic field shielding. The dual anode Xray source provides Mg Kα (1253.6 eV) or Al Kα (1486.6 eV) radiation. The
sample is irradiated with photons of the respective energy which results in
photoemission of electrons with a kinetic energy Ekin measured according to
the relation
Ekin = hν − Eb − Φa
(3.19)
6

XPS is also known as ESCA (Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis). In 1981,
K. M. Siegbahn received the Nobel Prize in physics for his contribution to the development
of high-resolution electron spectroscopy.
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Figure 3.6: Simplified sketch
of the photoemission process.
The maximum kinetic energy
of photoelectrons is determined by the photon energy
(hν) and the work function Φ.
A lower kinetic energy corresponds to a higher binding energy.

Figure 3.7: XPS spectrum of
Au(111) obtained with Al Kα
radiation. The 4 s 1/2 peak, the
4 p, 4 d and 4 f doublets as
well as the peak corresponding
to the valence band (VB) electrons are labeled.

with hν: photon energy, Φa : work function of the spectrometer, and Eb :
binding energy of the electron. A sketch of the photoemission process is
shown in Fig. 3.6. During the measurement, the high voltage applied to the
plates of the hemispherical analyzer is varied and the corresponding number of electrons having the appropriate kinetic energy to pass the analyzer is
counted by the channeltron detector. From the knowledge of Ekin , hν and Φa
a spectrum revealing the number of electrons with a certain binding energy
can be plotted (see Fig. 3.7 for an example). The peak distribution is characteristic for each material, so that even unknown samples can be characterized
by using a peak database. Binding energy shifts occur e.g. due to oxidation
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Figure 3.8: XPS spectrum of
a multilayer of Fe8 SMM fragments obtained with Al Kα radiation. Since Fe8 contains
highly stable Fe3+ ions, the Fe
2 p peak positions are shifted
with respect to the positions
for metallic iron.

of metals. The bonding electrons are shifted towards the more electronegative atom, resulting in an increased effective core charge. This increases the
Coulomb field for the core electrons and thus the binding energy (see Fig. 3.8
for an example).7 In addition to the direct photoemission, Auger electrons
are emitted that also result in characteristic peaks. The Auger peaks can be
easily identified by recording measurements at different excitation energies.
In the different spectra, the Auger peaks are shifted relative to the core level
peaks.
The mean free path of emitted electrons limits the information depth of
XPS. An empirical investigation yielded a mean free path λ (expressed in
monolayers) of [109]
p
538
+
0.41
aEkin
2
Ekin
p
2170
= 2 + 0.72 aEkin
Ekin

λm,e =
λm,a

for pure elements and anorganic substances, respectively, with a: monolayer
thickness in nm, Ekin : kinetic energy in eV. Consequently, the mean free path
of photoelectrons is in the range of 1 - 3 nm for typical excitation energies.
7

There are a variety of additional effects resulting in satellite peaks. For example,
shake-up satellites arise due to the effect of core hole creation during photoemission on
the other electrons of the atom. Hence, a careful analysis is required before assigning
satellite peaks.
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For a quantitative determination of the elemental composition of a sample the photoionization cross section has to be taken into account. The
background-corrected [110] integral intensity Imeas of a peak measured by
means of XPS is related to the real amount of the respective element in the
sample via
Imeas,i
(3.20)
Ii =
σi
with σ: photoionization cross sections (Scofield factors). [111] However, application of this formalism yields only a rough estimation of the amount of
an element because the transmission factor T(Ekin )8 of the energy analyzer
has to be known. It is defined by [112]
I ∝ σλT (Ekin )cos(Θ)

(3.21)

However, quantitative XPS was out of the scope of the present work for
reasons described in the results section, so that reference is made to the
literature. [112] Nevertheless, the photoionization cross section will be further
discussed in the chapter containing results from XAS measurements.
The achievable resolution of XPS is described by a convolution of analyzer resolution, excitation line width and (thermally broadened) width of an
excited energy level. In the present work, the resolution of the EA 125 energy
analyzer was set to 0.65 eV [113]. The excitation line width is 0.7 eV (Mg
Kα ) and 0.85 eV (Mg Kα ), respectively, resulting in an effective resolution of
about 1 eV [113].

3.4.2

Ultraviolet Photoelectron Spectroscopy (UPS)

The principle of ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) is closely related to those of XPS. The main difference is the use of UV light instead
of X-ray radiation. UV light is generated in situ via helium gas discharge
resulting in emission of the characteristic He Iα (21.2 eV) or He IIα (40.8 eV)
lines, depending on the gas pressure and the emission current. Due to the
8

The transmission factor is unique for every energy analyzer.
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Figure 3.9: X-ray absorption
spectrum (Mn L2,3 ) of MnO.
The spectrum reveals a variety
of features that allow the extraction of details of the electronic structure of the sample.

low excitation energy only valence band levels or very high core levels can
be excited. On the other hand, the small width of the HeI/II line allows
a significantly higher resolution (about 150 meV [113] for the experimental
setup used) than XPS.
In this thesis, UPS was only casually used for comparative measurements
on thin as well as thick films of SMMs. An Omicron HIS 13 UV source,
operated with He 5.0 gas was used while spectra were recorded with the
same EA 125 energy analyzer as for XPS (with different settings of entrance
and exit slits as well as the electrostatic lenses).

3.5

X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS)

While photoemission spectroscopy probes the occupied states of mainly
the surface of a sample, X-ray absorption spectroscopy [114] (XAS) is a
synchrotron-based spectroscopic technique that allows the characterization
of signatures of unoccupied states. XAS requires monochromatic, frequencytunable X-ray radiation. This kind of radiation is generated in a synchrotron.
Further details on synchrotron radiation, insertion devices and the beamline
optics are available elsewhere. [115, 116, 117]
When the photon energy is tuned across the binding energy of electrons
in a core-level, electrons from the respective level (denoted by the shells: K,
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L, M...) are excited to unoccupied states (conduction band). Additional processes are discussed in the following section. The different processes result in
a photoemission of electrons whose number can be determined, for example,
by measuring the current that replaces the electrons or by counting the electrons by means of a channelplate detector (total electron yield). Additional
common detection techniques like partial electron yield or fluorescence yield
are described in the literature. [114] A typical XAS spectrum is shown in Fig.
3.9. It is worth noticing that the spectral features allow a relatively straightforward distinction of different oxidation states of ions but, particularly in
the case of molecules, are not directly related to the unoccupied density of
states (which can be investigated by means of inverse photoemission spectroscopy). [118] For example, π-conjugated molecular systems reveal a strong
excitonic interaction between core electrons and holes so that the positions
of transitions are shifted in the XAS spectrum. [119]

3.6

Resonant

Photoelectron

Spectroscopy

(RPES)
The electronic excitations occuring in XAS measurements are closely related
to resonant photoelectron spectroscopy (RPES). The basic idea of RPES is
to record valence band photoemission spectra at different photon energies
crossing certain core level binding energies, resulting e.g. in a resonant increase of Mn 2 p → 3 d transitions and thus in an increase of emitted valence
band electrons (see below for the exact mechanisms). From the difference
between on and off resonance spectra, element-specific valence band spectra
can be obtained. However, due to the occurance of different photoemission
processes, the analysis is not straightforward. Figure 3.10 shows a sketch
of the different processes. Beyond the ordinary photoemission (see above)
and the emission of Auger electrons, so-called spectator and participator
processes are possible:
• If the excitation energy is not sufficient to emit a primary electron,
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Figure 3.10: Sketch of the possible excitation and relaxation
pathways in XAS and RPES
beyond the ’ordinary’ photoemission. Spectator and participator processes occur when
the photon energy crosses a
core-level excitation threshold.
The participator process results in the element-specific
resonant increase of valence
band photoemission spectra.

it can be excited into an unoccupied state (see XAS). Consequently,
a relaxation process identical to the ordinary Auger process becomes
possible. Since the primary electron only ”watches” the process, it is
called a spectator process.
• If the core hole is reoccupied by the primary electron itself, the excitation energy can finally be used for the emission of an electron from
the valence band. Since the primary electrons takes actively part in
this process, it is called a participator process. Due to the transfer of
an energy similar to those of the incident photons, the final state is
comparable to the direct photoemission from the valence band so that
the two excitation channels result in a resonant increase of the number
of electrons emitted from the valence band. Consequently, this process
results in the ”real” resonant photoemission.
According to the above considerations, the spectator process contributes to
RPES valence band spectra and thus interferes with the ”desired” participator process. To distinguish spectator from participator processes, resonant
photoelectron spectra have to be investigated with respect to an apparent
binding energy shift of peak positions as a function of the photon energy.
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Nonetheless, a straightforward identification is not always possible, especially
in the case of broadened spectral features.
To summarize, the main benefit of resonant photoemission is the possibility to obtain element-specific valence band spectra from samples comprised
of different elements.

3.7

Additional

Experimental

Techniques

Used in this Work
For the sake of completeness, additional experimental techniques used for a
few measurements or casually discussed in this thesis are explained below.
A more detailed description is available in the respective literature.
AFM : [120] The operation principle of AFM is comparable to those of
STM. In contrast to the tunneling current, the force between a cantilever
and the surface is used to generate the input signal of the feedback loop. In
non-contact mode, a cantilever vibration is detected by means of reflected
laser light. A force between cantilever and surface induces a variation of the
vibration frequency which can be used to keep the distance between cantilever
and surface constant. There are a variety of alternative operation modes (e.g.
contact or tapping mode) as well as combined STM/AFM modes.
SQUID: [121] A superconducting quantum interference device is a setup
that allows the measurement of the magnetization as a function of an external
magnetic field. A SQUID consists of a superconducting ring that is separated
by two Josephson junctions (DC-SQUID). The magnetic flux through the ring
can only be a multiple of the magnetic flux quantum. A DC current is sent
through the ring via the Josephson junctions so that a change of the flux can
be detected by measuring the current variation. SQUID was casually used
to measure the magnetic hysteresis curves [M(H)] of Mn12 samples.
”MARPE”: [122] The multi-atom resonant photoemission was initially
believed to offer a possibility to resonantly increase the core-level photoemission from an atom ’A’ by tuning the photon energy through a core-level
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absorption edge of a neighboring atom ’B’. However, the distinct effects observed in various measurements turned out to be an artifact of a non-linear
counting rate of the energy analyzers. The minor ’real’ effect that can be
observed is due to a change of the optical properties of a sample when an
absorption edge is crossed. Nevertheless, the MARPE measurement routine was found to be useful to rule out the presence of microcrystals during
spectroscopic studies on Mn12 monolayers (see results chapters).
XMCD: [123] X-ray magnetic circular dichroism is mainly a difference
between two XAS spectra obtained with right/left circularly polarized light
(and/or at different magnetic field directions). The corresponding angular momentum of the photons is transferred to the excited photoelectrons.
Since spin flips are forbidden in dipole transitions, spin up (down) electrons
can only be excited into corresponding empty states (e.g. p →d with an
exchange-split d band). Consequently, the valence band acts as a kind of
photoelectron spin detector. Hence, XMCD provides an element-specific,
highly sensitive technique to measure magnetic properties of surfaces. Further details and quantitative relations (e.g. sum rules) are well-described in
the literature. [124]
Other methods only rarely used in the course of this thesis are referenced
in the corresponding section.
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Sample Preparation and Preliminary Studies

Introduction and Overview

During the first years of the project, the wet chemical deposition of Mn12
molecules on surfaces turned out to be the most crucial challenge. Various
previous studies on the topic were found to be inappropriate for advanced
measurements on the individual molecules. Moreover, the reproduction of
some of the previous results raised a variety of questions about the integrity
of the Mn12 clusters.
Nevertheless, the systematic attempts to reproduce previous results allowed deep insights into the factors resulting in a degradation of Mn12
molecules, facilitating the development of a fully reproducible and reliable
deposition technique.
Profound indications for the success of the technique will be presented
in the following chapters. In this chapter, possible deposition techniques are
described. Furthermore, the possible shortcomings of some of the previous
studies are discussed in detail and the ”milestones” of failure and success during the development of alternative deposition routines are presented. Finally,
the newly developed successful procedure is described.
For the sake of clarity, only those previous studies will be discussed,
which included scanning probe images with molecular resolution. A variety
of previous studies failed to provide sufficient evidence even that a monolayer
or a reasonable molecular compound was investigated. [61, 74, 125, 126, 127,
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128, 129, 130] The results of this thesis clearly demonstrate that solely spectroscopic techniques like XPS combined with STM images of diffuse clusters
or poorly resolved AFM images are not sufficient to prove the integrity of
the Mn12 molecules.

4.2

Various Deposition Techniques

Attempts to access properties of individual Mn12 molecules require deposition
techniques which
1. allow the deposition of monolayers or isolated molecules which can be
directly addressed by means of scanning probe or different spectroscopic
techniques.
2. result in a sufficiently strong coupling between molecule and substrate
so that the samples can be stored or moved and the molecules are not
removed e.g. by the STM tip.
3. enable an assessment of the coupling parameters between the electrodes
and the molecule.
4. do not result in a degradation of the molecules.
As noted above, the last point is the most challenging one. Nonetheless,
also the other issues are very important when considering possible deposition
techniques. Therefore, only two different techniques seem to be reasonable:
• Deposition of Mn12 molecules with functionalized ligands: Due
to the ability to exchange the ligands of Mn12 molecules, [25, 26]
functionalized ligands which interact with a surface can be introduced. The best-known example would be a gold-sulfur interaction [131] which results in a strong physisorption of the molecules
[see Fig.4.1 (a)]. This technique has frequently been used in previous studies and allegedly results in the deposition of isolated molecules
on Au(111). [9, 62, 69, 70, 72, 73, 75]
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Figure 4.1: Schematic sketches of different deposition techniques: (a) Direct
deposition of Mn12 molecules with sulfur-containing ligands on bare Au(111).
(b) Functionalization of Au(111) with 4-MOBCA molecules. (c) Covalent
bonding of Mn12 to Au(111) via 4-MOBCA after a ligand exchange reaction.

• Prefunctionalization of surfaces with molecules bonding Mn12
molecules via a ligand exchange reaction or electrostatic interactions: Instead of introducing functionalized ligands, the ligand
exchange reaction can, in principle, also be performed with the replacing ligands attached to the surface prior to the reaction [see Fig.4.1
(b,c)]. The well-known (covalent) thiol bond between sulfur and gold
can be used to pre-functionalize the gold surface with linker molecules
containing carboxylic acid. The deposition via a ligand exchange reaction is expected to result in a covalent bonding of Mn12 molecules to
the surface. More precisely, the reaction can be written in a simplified
manner as
Mn12 O12 (O2 CR1 )16 + Au-S-R2 COOH → Mn12 O12 (O2 CR1 )16−n (O2 CR2 S-Au)n
This technique has previously been used to deposit Mn12 molecules
on functionalized surfaces [63, 65, 132]. Instead of covalently bonding the Mn12 molecules to the surface via a ligand exchange reaction,
prefunctionalization layers may also be used to provide a surface interacting with the molecules via electrostatic interaction. Such techniques
were, however, not investigated during this thesis because previous re-
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sults [64] looked less promising than those obtained after a ligand exchange reaction.

Apart from these, all alternative approaches seem to be ruled out for different reasons: The thermal evaporation of Mn12 molecules is not feasible due
to their thermal instability. [84] A gas phase synthesis and subsequent softlanding on a surface is also impossible as complex molecules like Mn12 cannot
be synthesized in the gas phase. Spray deposition techniques were found to
result in the formation of films rather than monolayers [61] while there is
no evidence that isolated molecules were deposited rather than nanocrystals.
Drop-evaporation techniques are also not feasible because they were found
to result in the deposition of nano- and microcrystals. [133, 134]

4.3

Direct Deposition of Functionalized Mn12
Derivatives

4.3.1

Sample Preparation

As described above, any ligand can be attached to the Mn12 core, given that
the basic sterical requirements are fulfilled. [25, 26, 135] However, another
crucial requirement is the ability to crystallize the molecules because the
raw material has to be highly pure. Any contamination that could also be
physisorbed to the surface reduces the credibility of the experiments. Furthermore, a good solubility of the crystals is required to avoid a physisorption
of micro- or nanocrystals.
In addition, the ligands of the Mn12 molecules should be sufficiently conductive. For example, long alkyl chains are known to exhibit a broad conductance gap in STS spectra [54, 136] so that signatures from the Mn12 core
might be suppressed.
Consequently,
the
deposition
of
the
Mn12
derivatives
[Mn12 O12 (O2 CC6 H4 SCH3 )16 (H2 O)4 ]
[137]
[Mn12 -methylthiobenzoate;
Mn12 -mtb, Fig. 4.2 (a)] and [Mn12 O12 (O2 CC4 H3 S)16 (H2 O)4 ] [138] [Mn12 -
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Figure 4.2: The Mn12 derivatives (a) Mn12 -mtb and (b) Mn12 -th. For both
molecules, a physisorption to a gold surface is expected due to the sulfur
atoms within the ligands.

thiophene-carboxylate; Mn12 -th, Fig. 4.2 (b)] was investigated. In both
molecules, the sulfur atoms do not covalently bond to the surface but
result in a strong physisorption of the molecules. The small ligands contain
delocalized π-electrons that result in a high conductance so that the Mn12
core can be addressed in STS measurements.
The deposition of Mn12 -th and Mn12 -mtb is depicted in Fig. 4.1 (a).
A Au(111) single crystal was Ar+ -sputtered at 800 V (10 mA, 10 min) and
annealed (∼ 850 K) in UHV. Mn12 -th/-mtb single crystals were dissolved in
dichloromethane (DCM; ∼ 5 µmol; bright brown solution). The Au(111) single crystal was immersed in the Mn12 solution. Afterwards, the Au(111)
single crystal was rinsed with DCM and dried with nitrogen gas. The moment of removal of the Au(111) single crystal from solution as well as the
drying are the most critical points. Since DCM evaporates very fast, the
resulting evaporation coldness at the sample results in condensation of water
from a humid atmosphere. This was avoided by performing all preparation
steps in nitrogen atmosphere. Finally, the sample was introduced into the
UHV chamber via a fast-entry load lock.1 Unless otherwise noted, STM mea1

Although no indications for a light-induced degradation were found, the window of
the load lock was covered whenever the sample was stored in the load lock for more than
10 min.
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Figure 4.3: STM images obtained from (a) Mn12 -mtb and (b) Mn12 -th after
direct deposition on Au(111). UT = 1 V, IT = 6.9 pA. The inset of (b) shows
an image of a 30 × 30 nm2 area in which the clusters are more distinct. No
variations of the topography were observed under variation of the bias voltage
between 0.3 V and 1.8 V.

surements were performed at room temperature with W tips at a set current
in the 5 - 10 pA range and set voltages around 1 V (functionalization layers,
layers of molecular fragments) or 2 - 2.8 V (Mn12 monolayers).

4.3.2

Comparison of the Topography with Previous
Studies

Figure 4.3 shows STM images obtained from Mn12 -mtb (a) and from Mn12 -th
(b) after direct deposition on Au(111). The inset of (b) shows an image of a
30 × 30 nm2 area in which the individual clusters are more distinct. The images are representative for more than 100 comparable experiments. Isolated
shapeless clusters are visible in Fig. 4.3 (a) while close-packed round-shaped
clusters were observed in Fig. 4.3 (b). According to previous measurements, [133] the apparent height of the clusters is in the range of 0.3 nm which
is below the expected height of Mn12 molecules (∼ 1 to 1.5 nm, depending on
the type of ligands). Since STM probes rather the electronic structure of the
surface than the topography, a lower measured height may be assigned to a
low conductance of the Mn12 molecules. However, this explanation is not sufficient to explain the large difference between measured and expected height
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Figure 4.4: STM images of Mn12 -mtb on Au(111) obtained by (a) Zobbi et
al. [62] and (b) Pineider et al. [69]. Reprinted with permission from (a) [62].
Copyright 2005, The Royal Society of Chemistry. (b) [69]. Copyright 2007,
The American Chemical Society.

for different reasons: (1) The direct deposition method is expected to result
in the bonding of Mn12 molecules on bare Au(111). Consequently, the interstitial sites should display properties of the Au surface, even after immersion
of the Au(111) single crystal into solvent. Therefore, the tip-sample distance
at the corresponding positions would be ≤ 1 nm. Due to the principle of STM
measurements, a measured protrusion of 0.3 nm corresponds to a distance of
≤ 1.3 nm between tip and Au(111) surface. At this distance, the tip would
be in contact with the Mn12 molecule and severe measurement distortions or
artifacts would occur. However, the measurement was highly stable and no
extraordinary distortions were observed. (2) Theoretical calculations on the
electronic structure of Mn12 molecules predict an energy gap. [92, 139] This
would result in a variation of the measured height as a function of the bias
voltage or in a complete disappearance at low voltages. None of the effects
was observed during the measurements. Consequently, the ”blobs” observed
after direct deposition of Mn12 -mtb and Mn12 -th on Au(111) are most likely
not intact Mn12 molecules.2
2

Even if the above considerations induce severe doubts about the integrity of the
molecules, a variety of additional experiments and comparisons with different studies will
be described in the following sections.
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For comparison, Fig. 4.4 shows STM images obtained after deposition
of Mn12 -mtb on Au(111) by Pineider et al. [69] and Zobbi et al. [62] In both
studies, a comparable height of the clusters was measured and no indications
of a complex electronic structure were observed. Beyond details like noise,
resolution and processing-induced contrast, the images are similar to those in
Fig. 4.3. Unfortunately, no explanation for the significant difference between
Fig. 4.4 (a) and (b) (which were both obtained after deposition of Mn12 mtb) is provided. The similarity with the data obtained in this thesis and
in previous studies [113] may indicate that the direct deposition of Mn12
molecules on Au(111) rarely yields reproducible results, no matter which
ligand is used.
Nevertheless, the authors of the previous studies assigned the clusters
visible in STM images to intact Mn12 molecules. Therefore, a deeper analysis
and critical discussion is required which is included in the following chapters.

4.4

Deposition of Mn12 Molecules via a Ligand Exchange Reaction

4.4.1

Sample Preparation

In this section, the deposition of Mn12 molecules on functionalized Au(111)
surfaces via a ligand exchange reaction is described.
A sufficient conductance of the ligands is required to address the properties of the Mn12 core by means of STS. The same applies to the conductance of
the linker molecules used to functionalize the Au(111) surface. Consequently,
short aromatic linkers with delocalized π-electrons seem to be preferable to
e.g. alkyl chains.
In this work, the linker molecules 4-mercapto-2,3,5,6-tetrafluorobenzoic
acid (4-MTBA) [140], 4’-mercapto-octafluorobiphenyl-4-carboxylic acid (4MOBCA) [141] as well as 4-(mercaptomethyl)-2,3,5,6-tetrafluorobenzoic acid
(4-MMTBA) [142] were used to pre-functionalize the Au(111) surface. The
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Figure 4.5: STM images of (a) 4-MTBA, (b) 4-MOBCA, and (c) 4-MMTBA
functionalization layers on Au(111). The insets show sketches of the respective linker molecules.

principle is sketched in Fig. 4.1 (b). After Ar+ -sputtering and annealing,
the Au(111) single crystal was immersed in 2 mM ethanolic solution of 4MTBA/4-MOBCA/4-MMTBA for 5 - 10 min which resulted in self-assembly
of monolayers due to the thiol-bond. All preparation steps were performed
in PFA (perfluoro-alkoxyalkane) beakers to avoid a contamination of the
functionalization layers with Na or K traces (formation of the respective
salts due to the free COOH groups).3 The sample was rinsed with ethanol
and dried with nitrogen gas.
The 4-MTBA/4-MOBCA/4-MMTBA monolayers were investigated by
means of XPS, STM, and STS. Details are described in a previous work and
in the literature. [113, 133, 141, 142] Fig. 4.5 shows STM images of the respective functionalization layers on Au(111). The characteristic monoatomic
steps of Au(111) are clearly visible while very few obvious contaminations
are present. The low amount of contaminants is of particular importance
because the whole deposition procedure is performed ex situ. The apparent
depressions in the 4-MMTBA layer [Fig. 4.5 (c)] can be assigned to vacancy
islands in the upper layer of gold atoms formed during the self-assembly
process. [143]
In the next step, Mn12 molecules were deposited on the functionalization layers. A variety of Mn12 derivatives was used, as for example
3

In previous studies, [113] the use of glass beakers which had been cleaned in NaOH or
KOH was found to result in a contamination of functionalization layers with K or Na.
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Figure 4.6: The Mn12 derivatives (a) Mn12 -pfb and (b) Mn12 -phn. As there
are no gold-bonding atoms in the ligands, the molecules were solely deposited
on Au(111) via a ligand exchange reaction.

Mn12 -th, Mn12 -parafluorobenzoate [Mn12 -pfb, Fig. 4.6 (a)] [141] or Mn12 diphenylphosphinate [Mn12 -phn, Fig. 4.6 (b)] [144]. The functionalized Au
single crystal was immersed in a solution of Mn12 in DCM4 for 5 - 10 min. In
the next step, the sample was removed from solution and dried in a nitrogen
atmosphere. Finally, it was carried to the load lock in a nitrogen atmosphere
and introduced into the UHV chamber.
Figure 4.7 shows a comparison of representative STM images obtained
after deposition of Mn12 -pfb molecules on (a) 4-MTBA, (b) 4-MOBCA, and
(c) 4-MMTBA. The images show a general trend: with decreasing (expected)
conductance of the linker molecule, the significance of measurement artifacts
increases. For Mn12 -pfb on 4-MTBA (a), isolated clusters are clearly visible. In the case of 4-MOBCA (b), the clusters appear to look somewhat
more diffuse but can still be identified. For 4-MMTBA (c), a partial ordering of molecules seems to be visible. However, the apparent ordering is
4
Due to the small size and weight of Mn12 single crystals, no exact concentrations were
ascertained. The concentration was estimated on the basis of the color of the solution.
Any brown shade was found to be sufficient for the deposition of Mn12 monolayers. This
observation is reasonable as the sample surface is apparently a kind of snapshot of the
deposition procedure which is frozen at the moment of solvent removal.[141] Therefore, no
concentration or time dependence is expected.
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Figure 4.7: STM images obtained after deposition of Mn12 -pfb molecules on
(a) 4-MTBA, (b) 4-MOBCA, and (c) 4-MMTBA functionalization layers on
Au(111).

due to an STM tip artifact what has been confirmed by comparing images
obtained with different tips: the single alkyl spacer present in 4-MMTBA
seems to result in a drastic reduction of the conductance of the Mn12 -pfb/4MMTBA system. Consequently, the STM tip touches the monolayer or approaches very closely so that a replica of the STM tip is imaged around every
molecule. [142]
Nevertheless, the STM images of Mn12 -pfb on 4-MTBA [Fig. 4.7 (a)]
or 4-MOBCA [Fig. 4.7 (b)] indicate the presence of intact Mn12 molecules.
The height measured with STM is in the 1 nm range which is consistent
with a lower conductance of Mn12 compared with the functionalization layer.
A variety of additional experimental techniques as well as calculations was
used to further investigate the molecules. In contrast to the direct deposition
methods (see above), not a single proof for the degradation of the molecules
during the deposition via a ligand exchange reaction was found (see following
chapters).

4.4.2

Comparison of the Topography with Previous
Studies

The possibility to deposit Mn12 molecules on functionalized surfaces via a
ligand exchange reaction was previously investigated by A. Naitabdi et al.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of
STM images obtained from
Mn12 molecules deposited on
(a) 11-mercapto-undecanoic
acid [132], (b) 1,16-mercaptohexadecanoic acid [63], and (c)
Mn12 -pfb on 4-MTBA (triple
STM tip).
The apparent
ordering of molecules is most
likely due to a tip artifact.
Reprinted with permission
from (a) [132].
Copyright
2004, American Institute of
Physics. (b) [63]. Copyright
2005, Wiley-VCH.

In the previous studies, the linker molecules 11-mercapto-undecanoic acid
[SH-(CH2 )10 -COOH] [132] as well as 1,16-mercapto-hexadecanoic acid [SH(CH2 )15 -COOH] [63] were used as functionalization layers. Figure 4.8 (a,b)
shows STM images obtained by Naitabdi et al. after depositing Mn12 -pivalate
on the functionalization layers. In both images, a partial ordering is visible.
However, the use of long alkyl chains in the previous studies reveals the possibility that the apparent ordering was also due to the low conductance of
the linker molecules and the resulting tip artifacts. This assumption is further supported by an STM image of Mn12 -pfb on 4-MTBA obtained with an
extremely poor triple tip [4.8 (c); tip shape investigated on Au nanoislands
as well as contamination clusters on Au(111)]. As no advanced measurements like STS are available in the previous studies, a deeper analysis and
comparison with the data obtained in this work is hampered.
It is worth noticing that artifacts from multiple STM tips are relatively
hard to identify in the case of STM measurements on Mn12 . The (expected)
extremely low conductance of Mn12 results in very close STM tip approaches
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Figure 4.9: STM image of
4-MTBA after immersion in
pure DCM. Small clusters fake
the presence of molecules while
XPS spectra show no additional spectral features indicating a contamination.

so that the aspect ratio of a free-standing Mn12 molecule results in unusually
distinct tip replica. Due to the distinctness, the replica may be accepted
as true. This effect can be rarely observed on self assembled monolayers
or metal surfaces where tip artifacts are clearly visible as double steps or
recurrence of well-separated structures.

Apart from tip artifacts, there are a variety of additional artifacts possibly arising from the wet chemical preparation. Some of these are well-known
and described in the literature. Nonetheless, one additional artifact is very
important to realize: after immersion of the functionalized Au(111) single
crystal into pure DCM, clusters with a few nm diameter and an apparent
height of about 0.3 nm are visible in STM images (Fig. 4.9). Consequently,
not every ”blob” visible in STM images represents the expected molecule.
Although self-evident, this fact is of great importance when the topographic
STM images are linked to results from different experiments in the following
chapters. For example, the detection of Mn traces by means of XPS in combination with clusters visible in STM images may fake a successful deposition
of Mn12 molecules.
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4.5

Concluding Remarks on the Sample
Preparation

The above chapter demonstrates that there are a variety of open questions regarding the integrity of Mn12 molecules on surfaces. Furthermore, due to the
large number of already published - but inconsistent - studies, many points
have to be clarified. For this reason, a detailed investigation of the possibility to deposit intact molecules has to be performed prior to any credible
advanced measurement.
The results presented so far indicate that the direct deposition of sulfurcontaining Mn12 derivatives does not result in homogeneous layers of clusters
with reasonable geometry while the deposition via a ligand exchange reaction results in homogeneous layers. Any previous STM study on stable
molecules (different from Mn12 ) revealed the presence of more or less identically sized clusters. Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that the direct
deposition of Mn12 derivatives on Au(111) was not successful. Consequently,
this work is focused on monolayers deposited via a ligand exchange reaction.5 Nonetheless, comparative measurements corroborating the failure of
the direct deposition will be discussed in the following chapters whenever
appropriate.
The inability to directly deposit the Mn12 molecules on Au(111), combined with studies on the stability of monolayers deposited via a ligand exchange reaction, led to the following interpretation: Since ligands are always
exchanged between molecules in solution, Mn12 molecules with an incomplete ligand configuration (more than three missing ligands; see below) come
in contact with the Au surface while most of their ligands are bound to the
surface somewhere else due to the S-Au interaction. The ligands cannot return to the Mn12 core. The surface represents an infinitely large electron
reservoir for the charged Mn12 cluster with incomplete ligand shell so that
5

It has to be emphasized that the deposition via a ligand exchange reaction allowed
the deposition of Mn12 with 100 % success rate - given that the preparation instruction
is strictly adhered. In contrast, the direct deposition techniques rarely facilitated highly
reproducible results. [113]
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electrons from the surface are absorbed which result in a reduction of the
Mn ions. This effect results in a collaps of the Mn12 core so that only Mn2+
ions remain within stable fragments. On the other hand, no ligands can be
bound directly to the Au surface as it is ”ligand-passivated” via the functionalization layer. After a ligand exchange reaction and bonding of a Mn12
molecule to the substrate, only few ligands may be missing as these are not
grafted to the Au surface and could return to the Mn12 core in solution. It
has been demonstrated that apparently up to three ligands can be removed
without degrading the Mn12 core. [145, 146] At the best, the Mn12 molecules
are finally bound retaining a complete ligand shell. However, this interpretation reveals also the possibility that an intact but distorted Mn12 core with
incomplete ligand shell may be present on the surface. Furthermore, an electron transfer between surface and Mn12 molecule might further affect the
electronic and magnetic properties of the molecules. [92] Nevertheless, such
compounds might also show a magnetic hysteresis at lower blocking temperature and would also possess a giant spin which offers interesting perspectives
for STM/STS investigations.
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Investigation of Mn12 Monolayers

Due to the inconsistent results obtained even in studies on monolayers of
Mn12 single molecule magnets deposited via a ligand exchange reaction, the
commonly used laboratory-based experimental techniques had to be investigated with respect to their reliability in determining the properties of Mn12
monolayers.
In this chapter, mainly qualitative results obtained by means of X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), UV-photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS),
scanning tunnelig microscopy (STM) and the ”classical” I-U scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) as well as atomic force microscopy (AFM) will
be compared. The results demonstrate that none of these techniques alone
and even not the combination of these techniques provides any evidence for
the integrity of individual Mn12 molecules. Nevertheless, the insights lay
the foundation for a comparison with more advanced techniques that will be
described in the following chapters.
Due to the large amount of available data, only representative results
obtained from different Mn12 derivatives are presented. Unless otherwise
noted, the statements are generally valid and a sufficient number of control
experiments with different derivatives has been performed.

5.1

XPS on Mn12 Monolayers

In principle, a variety of information can be extracted from XPS spectra, like
chemical composition of the surface, layer thickness and even the oxidation
states of, for example, Mn ions. Accordingly, XPS might provide an insight
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Figure 5.1: XPS spectra (Al Kα ) obtained from Mn12 -pfb (a-c) and Mn12 -phn
(d).

into the integrity of Mn12 molecules. However, the transmission function of
the energy analyzer was not determined during this thesis as no commercial
analysis software was available. On the other hand, a quantitative analysis
turned out to be irrelevant as will be described below.
Figure 5.1 (a) shows two representative XPS overview spectra (Al Kα )
obtained from Mn12 -pfb deposited on 4-MTBA and 4-MOBCA, respectively.
The different preparation steps (preparation of the Au(111) surface, deposition of linker molecules etc.) were studied in a previous work [113] and are
therefore not further discussed. The peaks visible in Fig. 5.1 (a) are labeled
according to their origin and demonstrate that all expected elements are
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present on the surface of the sample (Substrate: Au; 4-MTBA, 4-MOBCA:
C, O, F; Mn12 -pfb: C, O, F, Mn; contaminations from atmosphere: C, O).
The peaks labeled ”s.p.” arise from the sample plate (Mo, Ta) while the S
peaks from the functionalization layers are not visible in the overview spectra
due to the low abundance combined with the relatively low Scofield factor of
S (σS =3.21). Nevertheless, S can be resolved in XPS narrowscans as demonstrated in a previous work. [113] The comparison of the spectra obtained
from Mn12 monolayers on 4-MTBA and 4-MOBCA demonstrates that the F
peak is larger in the case of 4-MOBCA. The integral peak intensity is roughly
doubled in the latter case which is consistent with the approximately double amount of F present in 4-MOBCA compared with 4-MTBA. The other
integral peak intensities are similar for 4-MTBA and 4-MOBCA, except for
a larger C contribution corresponding to phenyls in the case of 4-MOBCA
which contains an additional phenyl ring.
Figures 5.1 (b,c) show high-resolution spectra of the Mn 2p as well as
the C 1s peaks. The Mn 2p 3/2 peak is superimposed by the Au 4p 1/2 peak.
Nevertheless, the Mn 2p 1/2 peak at 653.9 eV is clearly visible and can be used
to determine the oxidation state of the Mn ions as this peak position corresponds to a Mn 2p 3/2 peak at 641.4 eV.1 The comparison with the Mn 2p 3/2
peak position obtained from different Mn reference compounds [MnO (Mn2+ ,
641 eV) [147] and Mn2 O3 (Mn3+ , 641.4 eV) [148]] shows that the measured
position of the Mn 2p peaks is a signature of a Mn2+ or Mn3+ oxidation
state. This is an indication for a reduction of the Mn12 core (Mn3+/4+ ).
Consequently, a quantitative analysis of the chemical composition would be
hampered, anyway, due to the unknown geometry of the compounds present
on the surface.
The C 1s contributions can be assigned to phenyl rings (284.7 eV, [148]
ligands and linker molecules), COOH (288.6 eV, [149] carboxylic acid of
the linkers), O-C-O (287.6 eV, [150] Mn12 molecules) and C contamination
1
Reference data is mainly available for the Mn 2p 3/2 peak. For this reason, the energetic difference between Mn 2p 3/2 and Mn 2p 1/2 was determined by depositing Mn12 /4MOBCA on Cu(111) and performing XPS measurements. Based on the result obtained
from this experiment, the Mn 2p 3/2 peak position could be easily determined without
fitting procedures.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of
XPS spectra (Al Kα ) obtained
from monolayers of different
Mn12 derivatives deposited
on Au(111) via different
deposition techniques: Mn12 mtb (1) directly deposited
on Au(111), (2) deposited
via drop-evaporation technique [133], (3) deposited
via
drop-freeze-sublimation
technique [133], and Mn12 -th
deposited (4) directly on
Au(111), (5) on 4-MTBA/Au.

from the atmosphere due to the wet chemical preparation (e.g. CO at
286.1 eV [151]). The O 1s peak is dominated by oxygen contamination from
the wet chemical preparation and is therefore not shown in high resolution.
The F 1s peak is also not discussed in detail due to the similar chemical and
electronic environments of the four/eight F atoms of the linker molecules
or of the F atoms in pfb ligands which result in the absence of any specific
features.
XPS can also be utilized to detect marker atoms within the Mn12
molecules. For example, the derivative Mn12 -phn contains one phosphorus
atom in each ligand. Figure 5.1 (d) reveals the presence of phosphorus in
a monolayer of Mn12 -phn on 4-MOBCA while the other peaks are similar
to those of e.g. Mn12 -pfb (not shown). Consequently, at least the presence
of two elements presumably present in the Mn12 molecule can be confirmed.
This finding further corroborates that a molecular compound with a reasonable elemental composition was deposited on the surface. On the other hand,
the incorrect Mn ion oxidation states [Fig.5.1 (b)] induce doubts about the
structural integrity of the Mn12 core.
To further investigate the possibility of a Mn12 core reduction, a comparison of XPS Mn 2p spectra obtained from different Mn12 derivatives (Mn12 -
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th, -mtb) that were deposited by means of different deposition techniques
(drop-evaporation, drop-freeze-sublimation [133], direct deposition, ligand
exchange reaction) is shown in Fig. 5.2. Within experimental resolution,
the peak positions are identical, no matter which technique or derivative was
used. Nevertheless, the Mn 2p 1/2 peak intensity is consistent with the observations in STM measurements: the few clusters visible after deposition of
Mn12 -mtb result in a low Mn signal in XPS while the dense layers of molecules
or molecular fragments visible after deposition of Mn12 -th result in a stronger
Mn peak intensity. As the direct deposition techniques apparently result in
a fragmentation of the Mn12 molecules, there are three possible conclusions:
(1) The Mn12 core is reduced in any case, no matter which derivative or deposition technique is used, (2) previously intact molecules are damaged by
the measurement technique, or (3) XPS is not sufficiently sensitive to distinguish between different Mn oxidation states. In the following chapters, clear
evidence for a degradation due to X-ray radiation will be presented.2
Although XPS is apparently not suitable to provide information on the
structural integrity of Mn12 molecules on surfaces, it could be successfully
used to prove the correct elemental composition of the compounds deposited
on the surface on a qualitative basis. In addition, XPS is a useful tool to
investigate the quality of the chemical deposition process which is required
since previous studies occasionally indicated a contamination of the functionalization layers due to Na/K salt formation [113]. Furthermore, the strong
Au 4f peaks that are present in the overview spectra obtained from Mn12 layers demonstrate that only a thin layer (presumably a monolayer of molecules)
is present, in particular after deposition via a ligand exchange reaction.3

2
It is important to keep in mind that two main reasons for a degradation of the monolayers exist: Degradation (a) due to radiation and (b) due to an inappropriate wet chemical
sample preparation.
3
After deposition of Mn12 on 4-MTBA or 4-MOBCA, the ratio between the integral
peak intensities of Au as well as F, C etc. does not change significantly. As the functionalization layers are clearly monolayers, apparently only a (sub)monolayer of additional Mn12
molecules was deposited. No credible quantitative evaluation is possible as the mean free
path of photoelectrons within the studied species is not known.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of
UPS spectra (He Iα ) obtained from Mn12 -mtb single
crystals, Mn12 -mtb deposited
on Au(111), and from bare
Au(111).

5.2

UPS on Mn12 Monolayers

Due to the low excitation energies used for UPS (∼ 20-40 eV), the cross section of valence states is significantly increased compared with XPS. Furthermore, the narrow excitation line results in a relatively high resolution (0.15 eV
for the setup used) what allows, for example, even studies on hybridizations
of valance orbitals. With respect to Mn12 , a spectrum of the Mn 3d valence
states would allow a comparison with calculations on the electronic structure
of Mn12 molecules. [139]
Unfortunately, the samples are prepared ex situ by means of wet chemical methods what results in carbon and oxygen contamination and a large
amount of carbon is also present within ligands and linker molecules. Consequently, the Mn 3d states are superimposed by a dominant contribution
from oxygen and/or carbon as well as from Au 5d valence states. Hence, little
information about the chemical environment and electronic structure of the
Mn ions can be expected. Nevertheless, a comparison between monolayers
and crystals may be possible.
Figure 5.3 shows a comparison of UPS spectra obtained from Mn12 -mtb
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single crystals glued to a sample plate via silver paint, from Mn12 -mtb directly deposited on Au(111) (presumably degraded due to the deposition in
a humid atmosphere), and from bare Au(111). The spectrum obtained from
the Mn12 single crystals shows no distinct features beyond a peak around 9 eV
which may be assigned to oxygen (mainly due to the wet chemical deposition) or carbon (mainly phenyl rings, partially contamination) [152, 153, 154]
while a small shoulder around 6 eV may be assigned to oxygen. [152] However, a straightforward comparison with reference data is difficult as UPS
spectra are dramatically affected by variations in the chemical environment
and no UPS He Iα measurements on Mn12 or the functionalization layers are
available. Nevertheless, the spectrum obtained from the monolayer shows
a contribution from the Au 5d states due to the Au(111) substrate as well
as the same dominant peak around 9 eV (lines in Fig. 5.3 as a guide to
the eye). No additional information can be extracted from the spectra due
to the dominating oxygen contribution and the apparently diffused different
contributions. Anyway, also in the case of UPS, radiation damage would be
likely, especially when the high photon flux of the UV HIS 13 source of 1016
photons/sec combined with the large photoionization cross section at low excitation energies is taken into account. Consequently, the suitability of UPS
for the determination of the structural integrity of Mn12 molecules is even
more limited than those of XPS. This is also underlined by the similarity
between degraded monolayers and intact crystals.

5.3

STM and STS on Mn12 Monolayers

In this section, only the early stages of the STM and STS studies on Mn12
monolayers will be described which are relevant for comparison with measurements described in the following chapter. More detailed studies will be
presented in chapter 7.
The STM and STS measurements were performed at very low currents
in the 5 - 10 pA range. Larger set currents in the 0.2 nA range can be obtained without significantly altering the results (except coupling parameters
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Figure 5.4: STS spectrum
obtained from Mn12 -pfb on
4-MOBCA/Au(111) at a set
voltage of 2.3 V.

and spectral asymmetry, see below). Hence, extremely low conductance in
STM/STS measurements is not an intrinsic property of the Mn12 molecules.
However, all studies were strictly performed at a low set current since the
local heating [155] due to the current has to be minimized in any future
STM/STS measurement on the magnetic properties of the molecules due to
the low blocking temperature. It should be stressed that all results were
carefully examined with respect to artifacts arising from the low set current.
Figure 5.4 shows a representative STS spectrum obtained from Mn12 -pfb
on 4-MOBCA/Au(111) at a set voltage of 2.3 V. Comparable spectra have
been obtained from all Mn12 derivatives deposited on Au(111) via a ligand
exchange reaction with 4-MTBA, 4-MOBCA or 4-MMTBA, thus general
conclusions are possible. [142, 113] The set voltage dependence will be further discussed in the following chapters. The STS spectrum reveals a broad
conductance gap. [141, 156] According to calculations on the electronic structure of Mn12 molecules, the presence of a conductance gap is expected. [139]
No reliable STS spectra could be obtained from the shapeless clusters visible, for example, after direct deposition of Mn12 -mtb on Au(111) (Fig. 4.3).
The measurements were highly instable, probably due to an absorption of
contaminants. Nonetheless, the lack of any voltage-dependent variations was
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Figure 5.5: STM images of Mn12 -phn (same sample area) obtained at a set
voltage of (a) 2.8 V (conductive) and (b) 0.4 V (non-conductive). Scanning
at low voltage apparently results in a degradation or even removal of the
molecules. This effect was used to create the ”MN12” lettering visible in (c).

observed what clearly rules out the presence of a conductance gap.
To corroborate the STS spectra obtained from Mn12 molecules deposited
via a ligand exchange reaction, comparative STM measurements were performed at different set voltages. As the possibly intact Mn12 molecules are
not conductive at low bias voltage, the STM tip should be approached until a tunneling contact with the functionalization layer is achieved so that
a given set current is restored. Thus, it might be possible to image the
functionalization layer underneath the Mn12 layer.
Figure 5.5 shows two STM images obtained from Mn12 -phn on 4-MOBCA
at different set voltages. In Fig. 5.5 (a; 2.8 V) the previously observed layer
of clusters is visible. On the other hand, no clusters are visible in Fig. 5.5
(b; 0.4 V). Apparently, the tip approaches the 4-MOBCA layer at low bias
voltage and removes or bends the Mn12 molecules during the scan so that the
functionalization layer as well as the monoatomic steps of Au(111) become
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visible. The features visible in Fig. 5.5 (b) are comparable to those of the
pure functionalization layers (Fig. 4.5). During scanning at low voltage, the
Mn12 -phn molecules seem to be degraded or even removed. This effect was
used to create the ”MN12” lettering visible in Fig. 5.5 (c). No accumulation
of clusters due to the removal of molecules was observed at the edges of the
respective areas.
The possibility to remove the molecular layer visible in STM images is
an important proof that the imaged clusters are not the result of any kind of
artifact arising, for example, from the relatively high bias voltage used for the
experiments. Furthermore, the possibility to damage the clusters confirms
the high fragility of the Mn12 molecules and indicates that a degradation
of the molecules during the deposition is unlikely as this would already result in a final stable state not allowing a further degradation but only to
move molecular fragments across the surface. [113, 135] A variety of additional experiments corroborating the instability of the molecules is reported
elsewhere. [133, 141]
In a work performed by Pineider et al. [69], the STM tip was also used to
remove Mn12 molecules directly deposited on Au(111). However, the clusters
presented in that study were not damaged but accumulated at the edge of
the scanning area. Due to the fragility of the Mn12 core it seems unlikely
that Mn12 molecules can be moved by an STM tip without suffering any
damage. Furthermore, the apparent height of the double layer formed in
that study (0.8 nm) was simply double the height of a single layer (0.4 nm).
The structural X-ray data would yield a height of about 3 nm for a double
layer with respect to the Au surface. Adding the measured 0.8 nm to a
reasonable tip-Au surface distance of 1 nm, the tip would definitely touch
the surface and severe distortions would occur. Based on this consideration,
there is a certain probability that the previous study performed by Pineider
et al. may have been influenced by artifacts or degraded Mn12 molecules.
Although the molecules studied in the present work could be damaged
by the STM tip and the functionalization layer beneath the Mn12 layer could
be imaged, the results provide no evidence that the layer of Mn12 molecules
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Figure 5.6: AFM (non-contact
mode) image of Mn12 -pfb deposited on Au(111) via a ligand exchange reaction with 4MTBA.

is the real surface of the sample that is formed during the wet chemical
preparation. In principle, large non-conductive structures might have formed
locally on the surface during the preparation (for example nanocrystals or
multilayers) which are simply removed even during scans at high bias voltage.
To investigate this possibility, atomic force microscopy (AFM) was performed
to investigate the surface by means of a technique that does not require
conductive samples.

5.4

AFM on Mn12 Monolayers

As AFM does not require the stabilization of a tunneling current, also nonconductive surfaces can be investigated. Therefore, any structure that might
be present in addition to a Mn12 monolayer can be detected.
Figure 5.6 shows an AFM image obtained from Mn12 -pfb on 4MTBA/Au(111) in non-contact mode. The resolution of non-contact-mode
AFM is significantly lower than those of STM so that individual molecules
can hardly be imaged. Nonetheless, the monoatomic steps of Au(111) are
visible and there are no indications that any structure on a scale beyond
molecular length scales is present. Furthermore, (low-contrast) round-shaped
clusters are visible in the image which may be assigned to the Mn12 molecules.
Based on this result, the surface imaged by means of AFM/STM is
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the surface formed during the deposition of Mn12 . No large-scale contaminants like micro- or nanocrystals are present so that the surface imaged by
STM/AFM is the same that is studied in spectroscopic measurements like
photoemission spectroscopy or XAS. This result is an inportant prerequisite
to be able to compare results obtained by means of different experimental
techniques.

5.5

Concluding Remarks

Although neither the laboratory-based spectroscopic techniques (XPS, UPS)
nor the scanning probe techniques (STM, STS, AFM) provide unambiguous
evidence for the integrity of the Mn12 molecules, a variety of insights was
obtained that allows a profound pre-selection of samples for advanced studies.
In conclusion, the following main results were achieved:
• A thin layer (presumably a submonolayer) of molecules is present after
the deposition of Mn12 on functionalized surfaces via a ligand exchange
reaction. The clusters visible after direct deposition of Mn12 molecules
on Au(111) do not reveal any properties which might be assigned to
intact Mn12 molecules.
• The chemical composition of the molecular layer is in qualitative agreement with the expected one.
• Only the molecules visible in STM images of full homogeneous monolayers feature a conductance gap which is in reasonable agreement with
calculations on the electronic structure of Mn12 . The ”visibility” of the
molecules in STM measurements can be tuned by varying the bias voltage.
• The surface visible in STM images represents the ”real” surface of the
sample present after the wet chemical deposition which is therefore
addressed in all spectroscopic or scanning probe studies.
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These results lay the foundation for further studies. It is important to
note again that none of the results obtained so far represent unambiguous
evidence for the integrity of the Mn12 molecules. Consequently, advanced
experimental techniques were used to determine the possible integrity of the
molecules.
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XAS and RPES on Mn12

As the commonly used laboratory-based techniques described in the previous
chapter were found to be inappropriate to corroborate the success of the deposition of Mn12 molecules on surfaces, X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS)
as well as resonant photoelectron spectroscopy (RPES) represent promising
alternative measurement techniques. XAS provides a high sensitivity with respect to different oxidation states of e.g. Mn ions while RPES allows to record
valence band photoemission spectra proportional to the element-specific density of states.
In this chapter, a variety of results obtained from XAS and RPES measurements will be presented. Results obtained from single crystals and from
monolayers will be compared. Although clear evidence for radiation damage
in Mn12 molecules was found, strong indications for a successful deposition of
Mn12 monolayers can be derived from the measurements. Furthermore, the
previous conclusions about the inability to directly deposit Mn12 molecules
on Au(111) will be supported and the necessity of strict exclusion of water
during the wet chemical deposition of Mn12 molecules will be confirmed.

6.1

XAS on Reference Compounds

The mixed oxidation state of Mn ions within the Mn12 core (Mn3+/4+ )
provides a straightforward possibility of determining the integrity of the
molecules. Any degradation of the molecule would result in a reduction
of Mn ions. However, XAS reference measurements were found to be relatively rare so that measurements on reference compounds were performed
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Figure 6.1: XAS Mn L2/3 spectra (BESSY, RGBL-PGM) obtained from MnO (Mn2+ ),
Mn2 O3 (Mn3+ ), and MnO2
(Mn4+ ). The peak positions
can be easily distinguished.

prior to the investigation of Mn12 single crystals to avoid any misleading
interpretation.
MnO (Mn2+ , 99.999%), Mn2 O3 (Mn3+ , 99.999%) and MnO2 (Mn4+ ,
99.99%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and glued to a Cu sample
plate via silver paint. MnO was Ar+ -sputtered prior to the measurement
because the surface of MnO is known to partially oxidize to Mn3+ when
exposed to air. [157] XAS measurements were performed in total electron
yield (TEY) mode at the Russian-German plane-grating monochromator
beamline (RGBL-PGM) at BESSY (Berlin). The base pressure was below
8 × 10−9 mbar and the beamline provided a relatively low photon flux (∼ 1010
photons/s) as well as a high resolution of about 80 meV full width at half
maximum (FWHM) for the settings used during the experiments.
Figure 6.1 shows Mn L2,3 XAS spectra obtained from MnO, Mn2 O3 and
MnO2 . The peak positions agree with those reported for the respective oxidation state in the literature. [157] Consequently, the data obtained in this
work is sufficient for an identification of different Mn oxidation states due
to the distinctly different peak positions (Mn2+ : 640.4 eV, Mn3+ : 642.2 eV,
Mn4+ : 643.9 eV). In particular, Mn2+ can be easily identified as all spectra
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available in the literature are very similar, no matter which compound was
studied. Therefore, a possible reduction from Mn3+/4+ to Mn2+ would be
obvious from the Mn L2,3 XAS measurements.
Apart from Mn L2,3 XAS spectra, O K spectra may provide additional
insights. However, all samples investigated during this work were prepared
ex situ. Consequently, the amount of oxygen contaminating the sample is
unknown while also artifacts from unknown oxidized contaminants may arise.
For this reason, the O K spectra are not further discussed.

6.2

XAS on Mn12 Single Crystals

In the first part of this section, XAS Mn L2,3 spectra of Mn12 single crystals
recorded at the RGBL-PGM beamline at BESSY will be compared with the
spectra obtained from the manganese oxide reference compounds to provide
a ”Mn12 reference shape” which can be used for comparison of measurements
performed at different synchrotron facilities.
In the second part of the section, time-dependent XAS Mn L2,3 measurements will be presented providing clear evidence for radiation damage
on Mn12 molecules. The possible origin of radiation damage as well as the
timescale of degradation will be discussed.

6.2.1

Comparison with Reference Compounds

Mn12 -th and Mn12 -biph single crystals were glued to a Cu sample plate via
silver paint. The measurements were performed at the RGBL-PGM beamline
at BESSY with the resolution set to 80 meV FWHM in TEY mode.
Figure 6.2 shows XAS Mn L2,3 spectra obtained from Mn12 -th and from
Mn12 -biph as well as a weighted reference spectrum which corresponds to
the ratio of Mn ions with different oxidation state present in the Mn12 core
(8 × Mn3+ + 4 × Mn4+ ).
The comparison of the Mn12 spectra with the weighted reference spectrum shows that the Mn12 core of the studied derivatives is intact. A small
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Figure 6.2: XAS Mn L2/3 spectra (BESSY, RGBL-PGM)
obtained from Mn12 -th and
Mn12 -biph single crystals. A
weighted reference spectrum
(8 × Mn3+ + 4 × Mn4+ )
is
shown for comparison. The
similarity confirms the correct
oxidation state of the Mn12
core. The vertical lines mark
the main spectral features.

additional peak in the case of Mn12 -biph may be assigned to a contamination
during the synthesis or crystallization. The relatively low signal to noise ratio
is due to the low photon flux combined with the relatively fast measurement.
The spectra are similar to previously reported XAS spectra of Mn12 acetate. [31] Small deviations can be assigned to a different energy resolution
and/or to a slight contamination of the samples. Consequently, the spectra
obtained from Mn12 -th and from Mn12 -biph provide a ”spectral reference
shape” for the measurements at different beamlines. Furthermore, the results
provide additional evidence for the successful chemical synthesis of the Mn12
derivatives provided for this work.

6.2.2

Time-dependent XAS on Mn12 Single Crystals

The XAS spectra of Mn12 Single Crystals presented so far have been obtained
at a relatively low photon flux with few measurement periods being available
due to the limited accessibility of synchrotron facilities. The combination of
short-time exposure to radiation with a low photon flux density avoided the
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possibility to observe any radiation damage effects in previous studies.1
Nevertheless, the discrepancy between results obtained previously and
in this study made the allocation of several weeks of beamtime for solely
this project possible because any further measurement on Mn12 monolayers clearly required a clarification. Accordingly, a profound investigation of
radiation damage effects was possible.
Unless otherwise noted, the measurements were performed at room temperature at the RGBL-PGM beamline (BESSY), the D1011 beamline at
MAX-lab (Lund), and at the PM-3 beamline at BESSY in TEY mode. In
particular, the D1011 beamline provided an extremely low photon flux density due to the special beamline design: the beam was focused on a ”back
chamber” for XMCD measurements while the sample position for XAS measurements in the ”front chamber” was located out of the focus of the beam,
resulting in a spot size of about 1 × 2 mm2 . Combined with the relatively low
photon flux of about 1010 photons/sec (energy range: 600-700 eV), the photon flux density was the smallest available among the beamlines used during
this work.
The resolution at the D1011 beamline was set to 100 meV FWHM and
the base pressure was below 10−9 mbar for all measurements. The duration of
a single XAS scan was 7-15 min. The sample degradation due to X-ray radiation was investigated by illuminating the respective sample for a given time
before recording XAS spectra. The samples were prepared either by glueing Mn12 single crystals to the sample plate via silver paint or by dissolving
Mn12 single crystals in dichloromethane and recrystallizing microcrystals on
a Au-covered Si plate with a Ti adhesion layer (Au/Ti/Si).2 [158]
Figure 6.3 shows the time evolution (t: time of exposure of the sample to X-ray radiation prior to the start of the measurement) of the Mn
1
Apparently, a ”flux density window” exists which allows studies on radiation damage
on Mn12 crystals. For very low flux density and measurement time, spectral variations are
minor and may not be recognized. For high flux densities, the sample degradation occurs
within seconds and is thus not detected in real-time during the measurement.
2
The Au/Ti/Si surface was investigated by STM and XPS and was found to reveal
a low roughness (∼ nm) and a high purity. This result is particularly important for the
deposition and investigation of Mn12 monolayers.
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Figure 6.3: Time evolution of XAS spectra (MAX-lab, D1011) obtained from
(a) Mn12 -tfb microcrystals and (b) Mn12 -dfb single crystals. The different
timescale of degradation is solely due to the different sample geometry (microcrystals vs. single crystals), not due to the different ligands.

L2,3 spectra of Mn12 -trifluorobenzoate (tfb) microcrystals as well as Mn12 difluorobenzoate (dfb) single crystals. For t = 0, the spectra are similar to
the spectra previously obtained from Mn12 -th, -biph, and -acetate,[31, 159]
thus providing evidence for an intact Mn12 core comprising eight Mn3+ and
four Mn4+ ions. In the following spectra (t > 0), a more intense spectral
contribution corresponding to Mn2+ is visible, thus indicating a reduction of
Mn ions to Mn2+ as the spectral weight corresponding to Mn4+ decreases
while those corresponding to Mn2+ increases. The spectra do not facilitate
a decision whether Mn3+ is involved in the degradation process (e.g. Mn3+
reduction to Mn2+ combined with Mn4+ reduction to Mn3+ ). To accelerate
the radiation damage on Mn12 -tfb microcrystals [Fig. 6.3 (a)], the aperture
slit was opened from 6 to 16 µm after 135 min, resulting in an increase of the
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photon flux3 from 2 × 1010 to 4 × 1010 photons/sec. The different slit opening resulted also in a larger sampling area so that the area-integrated Mn2+
contribution is reduced for the measurement at t =145 min while it increases
significantly faster in the following measurements. This observation indicates
a strongly nonlinear dependence of the radiation damage on the photon flux
density. The spectrum obtained after 215 min was found to represent the final
spectral shape with no more variations occuring for longer exposure times.
This spectrum reveals a mixed Mn2+/3+ signature. [157] The XAS Mn L2,3
spectrum obtained from non-sputtered MnO is shown for comparison as this
compound is known to reveal a mixed Mn2+/3+ signature.
For Mn12 -dfb single crystals [Fig. 6.3 (b)], the degradation timescale is
significantly different. Even after 220 min the spectral shape is similar to
those obtained from Mn12 -tfb microcrystals after 10-20 min [Fig. 6.3 (a)].
For Mn12 -tfb single crystals, the same degradation timescale was observed
(not shown). Therefore, the timescale is related to the sample geometry
(micro-/nanocrystals ↔ single crystals) and not to the type of ligands.
Qualitatively, the same evolution of the spectral shape was observed in
time-dependent Mn L2,3 XAS measurements on Mn12 -pfb, -th and -biph performed at the RGBL-PGM and at the PM-3 beamline. At the RGBL-PGM
beamline, full degradation of Mn12 microcrystals was observed after about
30 min while the degradation time was below 2 min at the PM3 beamline. Although only rough estimations of the photon flux density were provided for
the RGBL-PGM and the PM-3 beamlines, the lower degradation times compared with the measurements at the D1011 beamline are consistent with the
photon flux density data available. No significant temperature-dependence
was observed down to T = 10 K.
In principle, the radiation damage may be assigned to a radiation-induced
3
It is important to clearly distinguish between photon flux (total number of photons
per time) and photon flux density (number of photons per time and area). For different
large slit settings, the photon flux density is constant. However, for very small slit settings,
like used for the present study, scattering results in a tiny reduction of the flux density.
Therefore, both the larger sampling size (mixture of damaged/undamaged material) and
the slightly different photon flux density (different degradation time) have to be taken into
account when the slit size is increased.
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of the degradation timescale of Mn12 -th and Mn12 phn (MAX-lab, D1011). As the timescale is almost identical, the radiation
damage cannot be assigned to a decarboxylation of ligands.

decarboxylation of the carboxylate ligands, followed by a collaps of the redoxinstable Mn12 core. However, the degradation time was neither increased nor
decreased by using phosphinate- instead of carboxylate ligands (see Fig. 6.4)
so that this interpretation is most likely wrong. Furthermore, different reference molecules like Mn(III)acetate were found to be degraded on the same
timescale [160] so that apparently most Mn3+/4+ -containing molecules are
radiation-sensitive and no extraordinary complexity or instability is required.
Nevertheless, like in many different cases [161] the exact mechanism of the
radiation damage on Mn12 is not yet understood. At least, indirect radiation
damage effects [161] may be excluded as no temperature-dependent variation of the degradation time was observed. Therefore, no radical diffusion
seems to affect the degradation of Mn12 . Furthermore, the dependence of the
degradation time on the sample geometry as well as the nonlinear behaviour
as a function of the photon flux density allow some speculations discussed
below.
The occurance of radiation damage has severe consequences for any
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synchrotron-based measurements on Mn12 single crystals:
• Resonant photoemission spectroscopy (RPES) measurements require
stable samples to ensure that the difference between spectra obtained
from the same sample is calculated. This condition is not fulfilled if
the sample is degraded by radiation.
• X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) also requires stable samples to be able to compare spectra obtained for different helicities or
magnetic fields.
• In addition, the observed radiation damage is associated with an electron transfer (reduction of the Mn ions) and possible resulting geometric variations of the damaged molecules. Therefore, even XMCD
measurements on ”weakly” damaged single crystals (only few damaged
molecules within the topmost crystal layers) may be significantly affected by radiation damage due to the impact of distorted molecules
on the surrounding volume.
In the case of Mn12 monolayers, the consequences are even more severe
as will be discussed in the following section.

6.3
6.3.1

XAS on Mn12 Monolayers
Comparison between Mn12 Monolayers and Single Crystals

Figure 6.5 shows XAS spectra obtained from monolayers of Mn12 -tfb on 4MOBCA as well as Mn12 -pfb on 4-MTBA. For comparison, the XAS spectra
of the respective radiation-damaged single crystals are also shown. The results clearly demonstrate that XAS spectra of Mn12 monolayers do not reveal
the expected Mn3+/4+ but a Mn2+/3+ signature. Hence, XAS does not provide any evidence for the integrity of the Mn12 monolayers.
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Figure 6.5: XAS Mn L2/3
spectra (MAX-lab, D1011) obtained from monolayers of
Mn12 -tfb on 4-MOBCA and
Mn12 -pfb on 4-MTBA. Spectra obtained from the respective radiation-damaged single
crystals are shown for comparison.

On the other hand, the comparison of the XAS spectra of the monolayers
with the spectra obtained from radiation-damaged single crystals shows that
both spectra are identical. Furthermore, the spectral shape is derivativespecific. From this result, the identity of the source material cannot be
concluded. However, this observation reveals the possibility that the Mn12
monolayers were deposited intactly and were solely damaged by radiation
during the XAS measurements, and not by an electron transfer due to the
deposition on a surface. A significantly shorter degradation time in the case
of monolayers is reasonable since radiation damage is usually not caused by
the photons but by the photoelectrons emitted due to the irradiation. As the
photoionization cross section (Scofield factor, σS ) of gold is close to 10 [111],
significantly more photoelectrons are emitted from the Au(111) surface than
from Mn12 single crystals [σS ∼ 9 (12 Mn atoms), 3 (48 O atoms), 1 (∼ 100
C atoms)]. In addition to the larger effective Scofield factor, only the signal
from one submonolayer of Mn12 on Au(111) contributes to the measured Mn
L2,3 intensity. This submonolayer is rapidly degraded because all secondary
electrons leaving the underlying Au layers contribute to the degradation.
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Figure 6.6: Schematic representation of the X-ray induced emission of electrons from different Mn12 samples. (a) The low effective cross section combined with the low energy of most emitted electrons results in a low flux
density of electrons at the position of a Mn12 molecule within a Mn12 crystal. (b) The high cross section of Au combined with the high kinetic energy
of (mainly) Au 4f electrons results in a cascade of scattering events which
causes an extremely high flux density of electrons at the position of the Mn12
molecules.

On the other hand, all underlying molecular layers generate not only less
secondary electrons in the case of single crystals but also contribute to the
measured Mn L2/3 intensity. Consequently, more material which is less exposed to secondary electrons is available. It is relatively difficult to estimate
the variation in the degradation time as a function of the surrounding material as neither profound data on mean free paths in Mn12 single crystals nor
a detailed understanding of the exact degradation mechanism is available.
Nevertheless, the significantly decreased degradation time for microcrystals
compared with the single crystals gives a rough estimation of the variation
of the degradation timescale.
Quantitative information can be provided by comparing the number of
electrons leaving the different samples during XAS measurements under otherwise identical conditions (slit opening, photon flux). It is important to
use only data obtained by measuring the TEY via the sample current since
the frequently used channelplate detectors have different efficiencies at different energies so that the intensity measured via the channelplate detector
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is not reliable. [162] The comparison of the XAS background signal yields a
difference of a factor of 300 - 700 between Mn12 monolayers on Au and Mn12
single crystals, depending on the sample geometry. This significant difference
clearly shows that the electron flux density at the position of Mn12 molecules
on a Au surface is extremely large.
The huge difference between the number of electrons emitted from the
different samples can be explained by calculating the relative effective photoionization cross sections per unit volume which is roughly 10 times larger
for Au(111) compared with Mn12 single crystals. Furthermore, mainly Au 4f
electrons are emitted from Au which have a higher kinetic energy (∼ 570 eV
for ∼ 650 eV photon energy) compared with Mn 2p electrons (a few eV in the
typical photon energy range corresponding to the Mn L2/3 excitation). The
contribution from higher energetic C, O 1s electrons is relatively small due to
the presumably low cross section for further scattering events. Consequently,
much more electron energy is available in the case of monolayers on Au. The
higher number as well as kinetic energy of Au 4f electrons results in a significantly stronger inelastic background. A sketch of the different environments
and the respective secondary electron flux is shown in Fig. 6.6. While a photon either generates a directly emitted photoelectron or a very small amount
of secondary electrons in the case of Mn12 single crystals, a cascade of scattering events results in an extremely high flux density of electrons at the Au
surface which is covered by the Mn12 monolayer. A conservative estimation
of the further increase of the number of secondary electrons by a factor of 30
(assuming an energy input of 20 eV for each low-energy electron caused by
scattering4 ) already results in a total increase of the number of electrons by
a factor of 3005 which is consistent with the experimentally obtained lower
4
The estimation of the number of electrons caused by inelastic scattering is based on the
inelastic background detected in XPS measurements on Au(111). However, it represents
only a lower limit as the large number of low-energy secondary electrons hampers a direct
measurement because channeltron detectors are damaged by high counting rates.
5
The factor of 300 is still a rough estimation as on the one hand the C, O contribution
in single crystals was neglected and, on the other hand, the cross section for inelastic
electron scattering in Mn12 crystals was not available. However, the agreement with
the experimental data indicates that the neglected effects nearly cancel out each other.
Therefore, the value is used without modification to avoid an excessive discussion.
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limit.
The assumption of a linear relation between photoelectron flux density
and degradation time yields a reduction of the degradation time by a factor of
300. Consequently, the effects described above are a reasonable explanation
for a significant decrease of the degradation time in the case of monolayers
which hampers the real-time observation of the reduction from Mn3+/4+ to
Mn2+/3+ in a standard XAS measurement. As the results obtained from Mn12
microcrystals indicate a nonlinear relation between electron flux density and
degradation time (see Fig. 6.3), the real degradation time is likely to be
much lower than ∼ sec so that also using a different substrate like Si is not
promising. This conclusion is also supported by the presence of an infinitely
large electron reservoir (surface) for Mn12 monolayers which is required for
a reduction of Mn ions. The extremely low conductance of Mn12 single
crystals may slow down the reduction mechanism while in the case of microor nanocrystals the higher conductivity results in a faster degradation.
Nevertheless, the identical spectra obtained from Mn12 monolayers and
radiation-damaged crystals requires a deeper analysis of the monolayers. To
further investigate the possible integrity of the Mn12 monolayers prior to the
XAS measurements, measurements on intentionally degraded Mn12 monolayers and single crystals were performed.

6.3.2

Comparison of Intentionally Damaged Mn12
Samples

Different methods were used to intentionally damage Mn12 samples:
• As the previous results indicated a degradation of Mn12 -th molecules
during direct deposition on Au(111), a corresponding sample was prepared and investigated.
• The deposition of Mn12 -pfb monolayers via a ligand exchange reaction in a humid atmosphere is expected to result in hydrolysis of the
molecules. The sample was cooled by DCM evaporation after the final
rinsing during deposition and exposed to a humid atmosphere.
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Figure 6.7: XAS Mn L2/3 spectra obtained from Mn12 -th/pfb
monolayers as well as Mn12 pfb single crystals that were
intentionally damaged (MAXlab, D1011; BESSY, RGBLPGM and PM3). The comparison with Fig. 6.3 shows that
any disruptive influence - different from radiation - results
in a predominant Mn2+ signature.

• Mn12 -pfb single crystals were Ar+ -sputtered for 5 min at 1 keV.
• The direct evaporation of metal on fragile molecules is known to damage
the molecules. [85] Ti was evaporated from a Ti sublimation pump
filament oriented towards Mn12 -pfb single crystals.
A comparison of the XAS spectra obtained from the different samples
is shown in Fig. 6.7. All spectra reveal a predominant Mn2+ contribution
in contrast to the mixed Mn2+/3+ signature observed for radiation-damaged
Mn12 single crystals as well as possibly radiation-damaged Mn12 monolayers
deposited via a ligand exchange reaction (Fig. 6.5). The results demonstrate
that any disruptive influence - different from X-ray radiation - results in a
spectral shape significantly different from those assigned to radiation damage.
Further details of the measurements are described elsewhere. [163]
Although the similarity between spectra obtained from radiationdamaged Mn12 single crystals and monolayers deposited via a ligand exchange
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reaction is still no proof for the identity of the source material, the dominating presence of Mn2+ after exposure to any different disruptive influence
corroborates the interpretation that the Mn12 monolayers were intact prior
to the exposure to radiation. This is also substantiated by the fact that no
reasonable chemical explanation for a charge transfer resulting in the mixed
Mn2+/3+ signature due to a surface-induced distortion or collaps of the core
is available.

6.3.3

Comparison with Previous Studies on Mn12
Monolayers

The possibility of radiation damage was casually annotated in some of the
previous studies. [164] However, the evolution of the XAS line shape of Mn12
as a function of exposure time was not presented so far. Furthermore, radiation damage on Mn12 monolayers was apparently assumed to be negligible as
soon as the photon flux was sufficiently reduced to avoid radiation damage
on Mn12 single crystals. However, this assumption is obsolete if the radiation
damage is caused by photoelectrons (see above).
A variety of XAS as well as XMCD measurements on Mn12 monolayers was published previously [68, 133, 159, 163, 165, 166, 167]. However, a
comparison of the results is complicated for different reasons:
• In none of the studies, the samples used for the XAS measurement
were studied by STM to ensure a successful preparation. Particularly
in the case of direct deposition methods, a low reproducibility of the
wet chemical deposition can be assumed so that the comparability of
the results is limited.
• The possibility of radiation damage was mostly dismissed during the
investigation of monolayers and all observed features were solely assigned to effects caused by the deposition of the molecules on the surface, e.g. an electron transfer. [166] It is important to emphasize that
the timescale of Mn12 crystal degradation is meaningless with respect
to monolayers.
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Apparently, a variety of spectral shapes can be generated by employing different deposition techniques. [159, 166, 167, 168] The observed features are ranging from pure Mn2+ spectra to mixed Mn2+/3+/4+ signatures.
Consequently, XAS alone does not provide insights into the integrity of the
monolayers.
However, the interpretation provided above demonstrates that solely the
mixed Mn2+/3+ signature is an indication of a successful deposition of Mn12
on a surface. The pure Mn2+ spectrum can certainly not be assigned to intact
or radiation-damaged Mn12 . Also the mixed Mn2+/3+/4+ signature cannot be
assigned to (partially) intact Mn12 molecules. 6 Assuming that the Mn4+
contribution is due to intact molecules, these should be reduced to Mn2+/3+
during the measurement, like in the case of single crystals. However, this
effect was never observed so that the mixed Mn2+/3+/4+ signature is most
likely due to stable fragments or compounds formed during the wet chemical
preparation. Consequently, only the mixed Mn2+/3+ signature might be an
indication of previously intact Mn12 molecules.
This interpretation would be consistent with results obtained in STM
measurements [9, 62, 133, 141, 159, 163, 165, 166]. Whenever dense monolayers of homegeneous clusters have been imaged by means of STM, the
Mn2+/3+ signature is detected in XAS measurements. On the other hand, a
different spectral shape is visible when shapeless clusters indicating molecular
fragments have been imaged by means of STM.
Some of the authors of the previous studies concluded that the XAS spectra demonstrate that Mn12 cannot be deposited on surfaces. In particular,
the lack of a magnetic hysteresis in XMCD measurements was regarded a
clear evidence that Mn12 is not suited for deposition on surfaces. [166] However, this conclusion is premature. No hysteresis in XMCD measurements
can be expected from a degraded sample, no matter whether the degradation
is caused by the deposition or by radiation. Furthermore, the short degrada6

Due to a perfect agreement between the Mn 3d PDOS previously obtained from RPES
with theoretical calculations, the mixed Mn2+/3+/4+ signature was assigned to partially
intact molecules in a previous work. [159] However, the observation of radiation damage
made a reconsideration of the interpretation necessary.
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tion time of monolayers due to the environment different from single crystals
was neglected.
Consequently, XAS and XMCD measurements are not suited to prove or
disprove the successful deposition. Therefore, advanced experimental techniques are required for a final conclusion on the suitability of Mn12 for the
deposition on surfaces.

6.4

RPES and MARPE on Mn12

As X-ray radiation based techniques are apparently not suited for the investigation of Mn12 monolayers and at least limited in the case of Mn12 single
crystals, only a short summary of the main results obtained by means of
RPES and ”MARPE”7 is presented to provide reference data for possible
future studies.
RPES measurements were obtained with a Scienta SES 200 energy anylyzer (MAX-lab, D1011; resolution set to 400 meV FWHM).

6.4.1

RPES on Mn12 Monolayers

A variety of RPES spectra obtained from Mn12 monolayers was obtained
during the project. Since XAS revealed the reduction of the Mn12 core ions
to Mn2+ and Mn3+ , no significant information is contained in the respective
spectra. The only result that is worth mentioning is the agreement with previous PES/RPES spectra of Mn2+ containing compounds (not shown). [169]
Consequently, no spectra obtained from Mn12 monolayers are presented.

6.4.2

RPES on Mn12 Single Crystals

Since Mn12 monolayers are degraded too rapidly to obtain RPES spectra at
excitation energies corresponding to the peak visible in XAS measurements
7

As described in the experimental section, the term ”multi-atom resonant photoemission” is not correct as the effects previously observed were due to a non-linearity of the
energy analyzer. However, the phrase is used for simplification.
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on Mn12 single crystals, RPES measurements were performed on microcrystals generated by recrystallization of Mn12 crystals dissolved in DCM on
Au/Ti/Si.
The spectra cannot be used for a straightforward determination of the
Mn 3d partial density of states (PDOS) because the spectra obtained from
the microcrystals are superimposed by the Au valence band contribution.
The low conductivity of Mn12 crystals results in a selective charging of the
microcrystals (see below) and therefore the spectral contribution from the
microcrystals to the valance band region is likely to be shifted with respect
to the Au valence band. This also hampers an identification of possible
spectator transitions and therefore the determination of the Mn 3d PDOS.
Nevertheless, a rough estimation of the Mn 3d PDOS is feasible by simply
calculating the difference between on-resonance and off-resonance spectra.
Figure 6.8 shows RPES spectra obtained from Mn12 -tfb microcrystals by
tuning the photon energy across the 2p → 3d excitation threshold as well as
the corresponding difference between on- and off-resonance spectrum which
is proportional to the Mn 3d PDOS. No comparison with previous studies
is feasible as no previous RPES studies on Mn12 microcrystals are available.
The most intense resonance is observed for an excitation energy of 640.2 eV
that corresponds to the Mn2+ peak position. No calculations on the dependence of the cross section on the oxidation state of Mn are available so
that no unambiguous conclusions about the origin of this intense peak are
possible. Nonetheless, the results also indicate the presence of significant
amounts of Mn2+ in Mn12 crystals already after a short-time exposure to
X-ray radiation, hampering any credible statement on the Mn 3d PDOS and
further corroborating the conclusion that X-ray radiation is not suited for an
unambiguous clarification of the integrity of Mn12 samples.

6.4.3

MARPE on Mn12 Microcrystals

As mentioned above, indications of charging were observed during the PES
measurements on Mn12 single crystals. For corroboration, measurements
similar to the ”MARPE” measurement procedure were performed. A repre-
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Figure 6.8: RPES spectra (MAX-lab, D1011) obtained from Mn12 -tfb microcrystals. The excitation energies are listed in the figure and marked in the
corresponding XAS Mn L3 spectrum (inset). The difference between on- and
off-resonance spectra indicates a strong Mn2+ contribution.

sentative measurement obtained from Mn12 -pfb microcrystals is shown in Fig.
6.9. O 1s PES spectra were recorded at two photon energies corresponding
to Mn L3 on-resonance and off-resonance settings. In the on-resonance spectrum, a shift (2.5 eV) of the O 1s peak corresponding to the oxygen within
the carboxylates is visible which can be assigned to a selective charging of
the Mn12 microcrystals while the peak position arising from the oxygen due
to the contamination from the wet chemical deposition is not affected.
The results provide two important insights: (1) The extremely low conductance of Mn12 single crystals is confirmed by an additional method which
is not affected by possible sample degradation due to contacting (e.g. via
solvent-containing silver paint), and (2) the presence of Mn12 microcrystals
can be identified via the ”MARPE” measurement routine what turned out to
be a useful test routine during measurements on Mn12 monolayers. The last-
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Figure 6.9: ”MARPE” O 1s
spectra (MAX-lab, D1011) obtained from Mn12 -pfb microcrystals. The main peak corresponds to contaminations due
to the wet chemical deposition.
The selective shift of the peak
corresponding to the oxygen
within carboxylates indicates a
charging of the crystals during
the on-resonance excitation.

mentioned point is very important, as the formation of micro- or nanocrystals
was frequently observed during the monolayer preparation at synchrotron facilities. 8

6.5

Concluding Remarks

Synchrotron-based experiments provide a powerful tool to distinguish between different oxidation states of Mn ions within the Mn12 core. The results
provide additional evidence for the integrity of the single crystals used in
this study. However, the occurance of radiation damage may hamper many
of the advanced techniques like XMCD.
With respect to Mn12 monolayers, X-ray radiation based investigation
techniques are apparently not appropriate. No matter whether the molecules
can be deposited intactly or not, they would be damaged by secondary electrons within seconds, anyway. Nevertheless, the similarity between radiation8

During measurements at the synchrotron facilities, samples are usually prepared under
extraordinary pressure of time. Furthermore, few laboratory equipment is available. Consequently, the ”MARPE” routine provides a useful tool to investigate the Mn12 monolayer
samples with respect to crystal formation.
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damaged Mn12 single crystals and monolayers provides at least strong indications that the molecules were intact after the deposition and solely degraded
due to the investigation with X-ray radiation. In addition, the XPS spectra
obtained from Mn12 monolayers deposited via different techniques (Fig. 5.2)
are consistent with the observation of radiation damage. As XPS does not
allow a precise discrimination between Mn2+ and Mn3+ and dual anode X-ray
sources typically provide a photon flux comparable to those of the beamlines
used during this study [170], always the same XPS Mn 2p spectrum can be
observed.
Therefore, no final conclusions on the integrity of Mn12 molecules on
surfaces are possible. Advanced experimental techniques are required which
allow an ultimate clarification of the state of the molecules. A variety of
approaches towards this goal is described in the following section.
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Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy
on Mn12

As all commonly used experimental techniques failed in providing ultimate
evidence for either the integrity or the degradation of Mn12 molecules deposited on surfaces via a ligand exchange reaction, electronic transport measurements in a magnetic field may represent a promising alternative approach.
In the long run, magnetic field dependent cryogenic STM and STS measurements will be performed at temperatures down to 1.7 K. A split-coil
magnet system will provide magnetic fields up to 6 T in vertical direction or
2 T + 1 T in combined vertical and horizontal operation, respectively.
Nevertheless, the proposed magnetic field dependent measurements are
much more challenging than the sketches of the measurements presented in
different theoretical studies. [32] The results presented so far do not indicate
that a simple tunneling current flows through the molecules during STM/STS
measurements which is then scattered by the S = 10 molecular spin, but that
a more complex electronic transport mechanism takes place. Furthermore,
the magnetic fields have to be applied along well-defined directions of the
molecules to allow a comparison with future calculations. Consequently, the
orientation of the molecular easy axis has to be known.
Both topics will be covered within this chapter. In the first part, STS I-U
spectra will be presented and interpreted on the basis of simulations obtained
via the MolCToy code. The results indicate purely HOMO-mediated transport in STM/STS measurements. Thereafter, the capability of z-U spectroscopy to directly measure the real-space height of the individual Mn12
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Figure 7.1: STS I-U spectra obtained from Mn12 -th
on 4-MOBCA at different set
voltages (straight lines) and
corresponding spectra simulated with the MolCToy code
(dashed lines). The asymmetric variation as a function of
the set voltage shows that the
conductance takes place via
the HOMO.

molecules will be demonstrated. The results can be used to determine the
approximate orientation of the molecular easy axis and will be corroborated
by macro-assisted I-U spectroscopy. Finally, electronic transport characteristics obtained by means of I-z spectroscopy as well as preliminary magnetic
field dependent cryogenic STS measurements will be presented.
Unless otherwise noted, tungsten tips were used for the measurements.

7.1

I-U Characteristics of Mn12-th

STS I-U measurements were performed on all Mn12 derivatives which have
been deposited via a ligand exchange reaction. As there are only minor
variations between different derivatives, this section is focused on Mn12 -th
which represents the most-studied compound during this thesis.1
Figure 7.1 shows STS I-U spectra obtained from Mn12 -th deposited on
4-MOBCA via a ligand exchange reaction (straight lines). Under variation
of the set voltage, the shape of the spectrum changes. The conductance gap
increases from about 2.3 eV to nearly 4 eV while the conductance onset region
reveals an asymmetric variation with the slope in the positive bias voltage
1

Mn12 -th was studied in most detail because the largest amount of highly pure single
crystals was available. In consequence, most advanced measurements as well as calculations on the electronic structure (external collaboration) were performed on Mn12 -th.
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Table 7.1: Parameters used for the simulations in Fig. 7.1. The corresponding set voltage for the respective STS measurement is also listed. T = 300 K,
UC = 1.5 eV.
Set Voltage (V)
1.7
2.0
2.4
3.3

EF - (eV)
0.72
0.82
0.98
1.02

Γ1 (eV)
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

Γ2 (eV) Γ2 /Γ1
0.21
0.42
0.17
0.34
0.10
0.20
0.03
0.06

range decreasing with increasing set voltage. [171]
The dashed curves in Fig. 7.1 represent simulations obtained via the
MolCToy code for T = 300 K and UC = 1.5 eV. The other parameters are
listed in Table 7.1. The total values of the parameters used to adjust the simulated to the experimental spectra are somewhat arbitrary as the MolCToy
code does not reproduce the total current quantitatively. Consequently, all
simulated spectra were multiplied by a constant factor of 10−6 to adjust
the calculated current to the experimental results, demonstrating that the
real values are significantly smaller.2 Hence, the total values of Γ1/2 are
meaningless. In contrast, the ratio between the coupling strengths Γ2 /Γ1
provides an insight into the electronic transport as will be described below.
Furthermore, the difference between Fermi level and the closest molecular
state (EF -) corresponds to a real value, which might, however, be affected
by additional effects like e.g. a shift caused by the electric field. For the
simulations, the difference had to be positive (HOMO-mediated transport)
to achieve a proper fit to the experimental data.
Based on the comparison with simulations, the asymmetric variation of
the experimental STS spectra can be explained as follows: An increase in
the set voltage used to approach the STM tip prior to the measurements
results in a larger distance between tip and molecule. Hence, the coupling
2
As the MolCToy code was not fully established, only parameter values also allowed
in the online version of MolCToy were used to facilitate a comparison and to avoid any
possible influence from numerical errors. Nevertheless, the presumably very small real
values of Γ minimize broadening so that the simple calculation without broadening effects
is justified.
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between tip and molecule (Γ2 ) is reduced while the coupling between molecule
and substrate (Γ1 ) remains unchanged. Assuming transport via the HOMO,
the stronger coupling between molecule and substrate compared with the
weaker coupling between molecule and tip results in an effective depletion
of the HOMO level for positive bias voltage (electrons tunneling from the
tip toward the substrate) which causes a self-consistent charging energy that
lowers the HOMO with respect to EF . [104] Consequently, the crossing of
the HOMO by the electrochemical potential is postponed and thus the I-U
spectrum is stretched in the positive U-direction. For negative bias voltage,
the slope of the I-U curve is not affected by the set voltage variation because
the HOMO stays effectively filled during the electronic transport from the
substrate towards the tip so that no charging energy is added.
As a result, the electronic transport through Mn12 -th in STM/STS measurements in the voltage range of (at least) 1.7 to 3.3 V occurs via the HOMO.
Furthermore, the EF -HOMO difference required to adjust the theoretical to
the experimental curves is in reasonable agreement with calculations on the
electronic structure of Mn12 molecules. [92, 93, 139, 172]
The findings have significant consequences for future calculations and
experiments on electronic transport through Mn12 molecules. In contrast to
the frequently considered tunneling of electrons and scattering on the molecular giant spin, the occupation of the HOMO level has apparently to be
taken into account. Furthermore, the results clearly demonstrate that even
extremely low tunneling currents in the pA range require bias voltages in the
1-3 V range. Consequently, nA currents at mV bias voltage - like proposed
for different SMMs in some theoretical works [88] - cannot be realized for
tunneling contact geometries. Even a closer approach of the tip to achieve
a stronger coupling is not promising with respect to this goal since the coupling between molecule and tip is already of the same order as the coupling
between molecule and substrate. However, higher currents may be realized
by a physical contact between tip and molecule (see below).
The last-mentioned aspect reveals the possibility that the observed conductance gap may be partially due to Coulomb blockade at room tempera-
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ture [106, 107] as the Mn12 core may be regarded a nanoscale metallic system
separated from the electrodes via tunnel junctions. A profound clarification
of this possibility requires much more advanced simulations which will be performed in the future. Nevertheless, such effect would not significantly affect
the main statements on the molecular level participating in the electronic
transport as the conductance gap but not the asymmetric spectral variation might be assigned to Coulomb blockade. Furthermore, the calculations
on the electronic structure of, for example, Mn12 -th revealed a significant
HOMO-LUMO gap resulting in a large conductance gap in I-U spectra. [172]
In conclusion, the results demonstrate that the electronic transport
through Mn12 molecules in STM/STS measurements takes place via the
HOMO. The insights lay the foundation for future calculations and electronic transport measurements which will allow a detailed understanding of
the electronic transport through Mn12 .

7.2

z-U Spectroscopy on Mn12 Molecules

The presence of a large conductance gap in STS measurements on Mn12
combined with the special geometry of the sample with Mn12 deposited on
a linker molecule revealing no conductance gap permits the implementation of an advanced scanning tunneling spectroscopy mode, i.e. z-U spectroscopy. [171, 173]

7.2.1

z-U Spectroscopy on Mn12 -th

A sketch of a distance-voltage (z-U) spectroscopy measurement on a Mn12
molecule is shown in Fig. 7.2. In this measurement, the STM tip is approached at fixed set voltage and fixed set current like for common STM/STS
measurements, resulting in a normal tunneling contact with an individual
Mn12 molecule for high bias voltage. In the next step, the bias voltage is reduced while the set current remains fixed and the feedback loop of the STM
is activated. Consequently, the tip will be approached whenever a decrease of
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Figure 7.2: Schematic sketch
of the z-U spectroscopy measurements.
At high bias
voltage, tunneling occurs via
the HOMO and the STM tip
detects the Mn12 molecule.
At low voltage, the STM is
”blind” with respect to Mn12
and approaches the 4-MOBCA
layer. The difference H between the tunneling contact
positions is a good estimation
of the real-space height of the
Mn12 molecules.

the measured current is detected. As soon as a conductance gap sets in, the
tip penetrates the Mn12 molecule until the set current is restored. According
to the previous STM measurements obtained at high/low bias voltage, the
tip approaches the functionalization layer to restore the set current at low
bias voltage. This is reasonable as 4-MOBCA is sufficiently conductive at
low voltage [141]. The STM images further demonstrated that most Mn12
molecules are damaged by the tip and are apparently not moved across the
surface [see Fig. 5.5 (c)].
Figure 7.3 (a) shows the results obtained in 40 z-U spectroscopy measurements on different Mn12 -th molecules deposited on 4-MOBCA. A z-U
spectrum obtained from bare Au is shown for comparison to demonstrate
that the step is not a measurement artifact. Two distance ranges, separated
by a distinct descent are visible. For a bias voltage above 1 V the tip only
slightly approaches the molecule as expected for a normal tunneling contact.
Around 1 V the conductance gap sets in, resulting in a rapid approach of
the tip which corresponds to the steps visible in Fig. 7.3. Around 0.7 V
another stable distance range sets in which can be assigned to a tunneling
contact with 4-MOBCA. The spectra shown as a straight line representatively demonstrate that the step height is nearly identical in measurements
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Figure 7.3: Distance-voltage (z-U) spectra obtained from (a) Mn12 -th and
(b) Mn12 -phn on 4-MOBCA. The step height is a good estimation for the
real height of the molecules. A z-U spectrum obtained from bare Au is shown
to demonstrate that the step is not a measurement artifact.

on different molecules while there are variations in the tunneling contact
ranges.
The measured step height directly corresponds to the real-space height
of the Mn12 -th molecules. A small uncertainty arises from the fact that the
electronic structure of Mn12 -th and 4-MOBCA is different so that the tunneling distance is slightly different. However, the error is in the range of 1-2 Å.
The identical step height in different measurements indicates a preferential
orientation of the Mn12 -th molecules with respect to the surface. The comparison with the structural X-ray data yields height values of 0.9-1.2 nm for
Mn12 -th molecules oriented with the easy axis perpendicular to the surface
(taking the ligand exchange reaction with 4-MOBCA into account). This
value is in very good agreement with the value measured by means of z-U
spectroscopy. On the other hand, an orientation with the easy axis parallel
to the surface is expected to result in height values of 1.4 - 1.6 nm while a
larger spread (± 0.4 nm) would be expected for random orientation.
Consequently, the z-U measurements indicate an orientation of Mn12 -th
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on 4-MOBCA with the easy axis perpendicular to the surface. This orientation is also the preferred orientation suggested for field-dependent measurements. Hence, Mn12 -th on 4-MOBCA represents a system perfectly suited
for cryogenic STM/STS measurements with magnetic fields oriented along
well-defined molecular axes.
A preferential orientation of Mn12 -th can be explained by a higher probability for an exchange of axial ligands by 4-MOBCA. The F atoms within
4-MOBCA significantly increase the acidity of the carboxylic acid compared
with those of thiophene-carboxylic acid. In consequence, a preferred exchange of axial ligands is expected. [26]
Nevertheless, the identical step heights might arise from measurement
artifacts (e.g. a complex interplay between tip contamination during penetrating the molecule, adsorption of molecular fragments, different bonding
properties etc.) Therefore, the consistency has to be checked on a different
molecule.

7.2.2

z-U Spectroscopy on Mn12 -phn

In contrast to Mn12 -th, no preferred exchange of ligands is expected for
Mn12 -phn. The only limitation in case of Mn12 -phn is due to sterical reasons:
the acetate ligands cannot be exchanged by different molecules because the
large diphenylphosphinate ligands hamper the bonding of a larger ligand than
the acetate group. Accordingly, a nearly random orientation of Mn12 -phn is
expected.
Figure 7.3 (b) shows results obtained in z-U spectroscopy measurements on Mn12 -phn deposited on 4-MOBCA. Similar to the measurement
on Mn12 -th, two distance ranges, separated by a distinct descent are visible.
However, the representative spectra shown as a straight line demonstrate
that significantly different step heights can be observed. The measured step
height ranges from 1.1 nm to 1.7 nm what is in perfect agreement with the
possible height values of Mn12 -phn derived from the structural X-ray data,
assuming a random orientation with respect to the surface. A sketch of the
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Figure 7.4: Sketch of two possible orientations of Mn12 -phn
molecules with respect to a
surface resulting in the measured minimum and maximum
height values of 1.1 and 1.7 nm,
respectively - taking the ligand exchange reaction into account.

orientations corresponding to minimum/maximum height values is shown in
Fig. 7.4.
The results reveal a perfect consistency between the measurements
performed on Mn12 -th (preferred orientation - same step height) and on
Mn12 -phn (random orientation - different step heights). Consequently, z-U
spectroscopy can be used to directly measure the real-space height of Mn12
molecules. The knowledge of the height allows an estimation of the orientation of the molecular easy axis. This represents an extremely important
prerequisite for future cryogenic STM/STS measurements in magnetic fields
applied along well-defined molecular axes.

7.3

Macro-assisted

I-U

Spectroscopy

on

Mn12-th
The results obtained by means of z-U spectroscopy reveal a perfect consistency between different measurements as well as with chemical considerations
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regarding the ligand exchange reaction. The correlation with STM images
obtained at high and low bias voltage further corroborates the credibility of
the measurements. Nevertheless, a further proof for the applicability of z-U
spectroscopy to determine the real-space height of Mn12 molecules can be
provided by means of macro-assisted I-U spectroscopy.
By using the ”Nanostructuring Command Language” implemented in
the Omicron Scala Pro Software (STM control software) a macro was implemented (see Appendix) which allows the following two measurements:
I-U spectroscopy after a ”z-U approach”:
1. In the first step, the STM tip is regularly approached to achieve a
tunneling contact with an individual Mn12 -th molecule. After the approach, an I-U spectrum of Mn12 -th is recorded.
2. In the second step, the feedback loop of the STM is activated and the
set voltage is reduced to 0.3 V while the set current remains unchanged.
According to the z-U spectra, this is expected to result in an approach of
the tip until a tunneling contact with the 4-MOBCA functionalization
layer is established.
3. After a delay time of 0.2 sec (for stabilization; but sufficiently low to
minimize thermal drift) another I-U spectrum is recorded.
I-U spectroscopy after a ”forced approach”:
1. The tip is regularly approached and an I-U spectrum of Mn12 -th is
recorded.
2. In the next step, the tip is approached by 1.2 nm.
3. Finally, another I-U spectrum is recorded.
According to the z-U spectra (see Fig. 7.3) both measurement modes are
expected to result in two STS I-U spectra of Mn12 -th and 4-MOBCA. The
results are presented in Fig. 7.5. Like in the previous measurements, the I-U
spectra of Mn12 -th reveal a large conductance gap. In contrast, the spectra
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Figure 7.5: Macro-assisted I-U spectra obtained from Mn12 -th and 4MOBCA in two different operating modes: (a) z-U approach, and (b) forced
approach. The similarity demonstrates the equivalence of both modes.

obtained after the tip approach do not show any conductance gap. The
spectra are similar to previous I-U measurements on bare 4-MOBCA. [141]
The total current is larger than in the previous measurements due to the
smaller tip-molecule distance. The current measured at a certain bias voltage
(notice e.g. the difference at -1 V; highlighted by dotted lines) after the forced
approach is slightly smaller than after z-U approach because the tip-molecule
distance is slightly larger in the former case.3
While comparative STM images obtained at low or high bias voltages did
not provide evidence that only a monolayer of Mn12 molecules was present
on the surface, the z-U spectroscopy - corroborated by macro-assisted I-U
spectroscopy - clearly demonstrates that one monolayer of molecules with a
reasonable geometry in agreement with structural and chemical considerations is present on the functionalization layers. Combined with the previous
results, a fragmentation of the molecules can be ruled out. The only limitation is the inability to determine the correct oxidation states of the Mn
3

In the forced approach mode, the tip was approached by only 1.2 nm to avoid a contact
between tip and 4-MOBCA layer what was found to affect the tip quality significantly more
than a contact with a Mn12 molecule.
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ions within the Mn12 core. This can only be realized indirectly by means
of magnetic-field dependent cryogenic STM/STS measurements possibly revealing signatures of a magnetic hysteresis or quantum phase interference.

7.4

I-z Spectroscopy on Mn12 Molecules

The current-distance (I-z) spectroscopy offers two possibilities to further investigate individual Mn12 molecules: (1) An independent crosscheck of the
distance between tip and molecule which was detected in z-U spectroscopy
measurements is possible; (2) By using a gold STM tip, a molecular junction
including the Au substrate, a Mn12 -th molecule containing one sulfur atom
in each ligand, and an Au STM tip may be established.
A physical contact between an STM tip and a molecule can be detected
by a kink in ln(I) vs. z STS spectra. [174] The deviation from the exponential current-distance dependence observed in the pure tunneling contact
can be assigned to the fact that an electronic transport pathway through the
molecule is the same for different tip positions, given that the tip touches the
molecule.
Figure 7.6 shows two semilogarithmic plots of I-z spectra obtained from
Mn12 -th (a) and from Mn12 -phn (b). A kink is visible around -0.5 and -0.4 nm,
respectively which can be attributed to a physical contact between tip and
molecule. [174] The onset of physical contact around -0.5 nm tip approach is
in perfect agreement with the z-values assigned to the upper limit of Mn12
molecules in z-U spectroscopy measurements. 4 Consequently, the tunneling
distance between tip and Mn12 molecules is approximately 0.5 nm for the
typical scanning parameters.
The knowledge of the distance between tip and molecule was used for
I-z spectroscopy with a gold STM tip to form molecular junctions between
Au substrate, Mn12 -th molecule, and a Au tip. [175] A simplified sketch of
4

The tip approach is only a relative value with respect to the starting positions. The
spectra in Fig. 7.6 were obtained at slightly smaller set voltages than those in Fig. 7.3.
Therefore, the tip approach at which a physical contact is detected is slightly smaller in
the former case.
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Figure 7.6: Semilogarithmic plots of I-z spectra (approaching mode) obtained
from (a) Mn12 -th (Au tip), and (b) Mn12 -phn (W tip). The kink indicates
the onset of physical contact between tip and molecule. The straight lines
are shown to make the kink more distinct.

the measurement is depicted in Fig 7.7 (a-d). The tip was fabricated by
mechanically cutting a gold wire and further sharpening it by means of scanning electron microscopy assisted focused ion beam milling (SEM-FIB). An
SEM image of the tip is shown in Fig. 7.7 (e,f). The tip was immediately
introduced into the UHV chamber and was found to be capable of resolving the herringbone structure on Au(111). However, the relatively large tip
radius resulted in an averaging over multiple Mn12 molecules in STM measurements. Around 5 - 10 Mn12 molecules were averaged as one larger ”blob”.
Accordingly, the following measurements correspond to a molecular junction
including multiple instead of single Mn12 -th molecules. To corroborate the
assumption of a contact to multiple Mn12 molecules, I-U spectra obtained
from Mn12 -th with the Au tip are shown in Fig. 7.8 (a). In contrast to
the measurements obtained with sharp W tips, different spectral shapes are
visible which occured with different frequency. Furthermore, higher currents
in the negative voltage range compared to measurements with W tips could
be obtained for some configurations. Combined with the averaging over mul-
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Figure 7.7: Simplified sketch of an I-z spectroscopy measurement: The tip (a)
approaches the molecule until (b) physical contact and slightly further. When
the tip is retracted (c) the molecule is slightly stretched and (d) suddenly
detaches. (e) SEM image (5 kV) of the topmost part of a Au STM tip
fabricated by SEM-FIB. The stub of the mechanically cut tip is visible in
(f).

tiple atoms in STM images, the results provide evidence that more than one
invididual Mn12 -th molecule was investigated in most measurements.
The I-z measurements were performed by approaching the STM tip
∼ 0.2 - 0.3 nm beyond the limit of physical contact derived from the previous measurements. After a time of 400 ms within the interaction range the
tip was retracted at a speed of 1 nm/sec. The results are shown in Fig. 7.8.
The I-z spectra are very noisy since the measurements were performed at
room temperature. This may be assigned to forced conformational changes
of the molecule or rearrangements at the tip apex. Nevertheless, a plateau
followed by a final distinct step is visible around the limit of the physical
contact between tip and molecule. The step height is different in subsequent
measurements what can be assigned to a different number of molecules attached to the tip prior to the detachment. [175, 176] The step heights derived
from 20 measurements (not shown) correspond to conductance variations of
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Figure 7.8: (a) STS I-U spectra obtained from Mn12 -th/4-MOBCA with a Au
tip. In contrast to measurements with a sharper W tip, different spectra with
a certain frequency of occurrence were observed, thus indicating a tunneling
contact to a different number of molecules in each measurement. (b) I-z
spectra obtained from Mn12 -th with a Au tip revealing a final conductance
step of varying height, thus indicating a sticking, stretching and detachment
of multiple Mn12 -th molecules (bonded via different numbers of ligands) from
the tip.

multiples of 1.25 × 10−7 G0 , where G0 is the conductance quantum defined by
2e2 /h (7.75 · 10−5 Ω−1 ). On the one hand, the observation of multiples of a
distinct conductance variation is consistent with contacting multiple Mn12 -th
molecules with the Au tip. On the other hand, the observed conductance
changes are extremely small so that future cryogenic STS measurements are
required to confirm the results.
Although future measurements have to be performed at low temperature
to reduce the noise, the results indicate that Mn12 -th molecules stick to a gold
STM tip and are suddenly detached during the tip retraction. Consequently,
not only the height and orientation is in perfect agreement with the expected
properties but also the correct ligands are present at the expected sites within
the molecule. The results represent another important indication for the
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structural integrity as well as a reasonable geometry of the Mn12 molecules
after deposition on a surface. Furthermore, significantly higher currents were
measured on the molecular junctions (nA) compared with pure tunneling
contacts (pA), thus - at least for high bias voltages - indicating a possibility
to obtain sufficiently high currents to affect the molecular spin as suggested
in theoretical studies.5 [88]
Nevertheless, the insights also represent only another important step towards an ultimate clarification of the magnetic properties of individual Mn12
SMMs on surfaces. To this goal, preliminary cryogenic STM/STS measurements were performed.

7.5

Preliminary

Cryogenic

STM/STS on

Mn12 Molecules
The previous results provide a profound basis for future magnetic field dependent STM/STS measurements as a variety of new insights into electronic and
geometric properties of individual Mn12 molecules on surfaces could be obtained. Nevertheless, another important prerequisite for cryogenic STM/STS
measurements is the ability to image or detect the molecules at low temperature.
Preliminary cyrogenic STM/STS measurements were performed in collaboration with the group of Prof. Kern at the Max-Planck-Institute for Solid
State Research (Stuttgart). The temperature during the measurements was
2 K while a maximum axial field of 5 T was applied.
STS spectra of Mn12 -th obtained at T = 2 K are shown in Fig. 7.9. The
same set voltage dependence of the spectral shape as at room temperature
was observed, showing that the electronic transport properties are not significantly affected by the temperature and that also under cryogenic conditions
the electronic transport takes place via the HOMO. In addition, a spectrum obtained at a magnetic field of 5 T shows a deviation of the spectral
5

On the other hand, local heating due to the high current may hamper such measurements. Further studies are required for clarification.
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Figure 7.9:
STS spectra
obtained from Mn12 -th/4MOBCA at T = 2 K in zero
field and in an axial field of
5 T. A variation of the shape
of the I-U curve is visible as a
function of the magnetic field
(spectrum marked with an
asterisk).

shape from a measurement performed at the same set voltage (2.3 V) in zero
field. At the present stage, the variation may be interpreted as a shift of the
HOMO towards EF . However, future calculations as well as measurements
at different field strengths may provide deeper insights.
Figure 7.10 shows two STM images obtained from Mn12 -th at room
temperature and at T = 4 K. Noteworthy, the images seem to reveal an inner structure of the molecules imaged by STM. Apparently, the features
are smoothed at room temperature. Nevertheless, the observation of submolecular features in measurements performed with different tips and at different setups indicates that the structure is not necessarily a tip artifact but
may be a feature of the Mn12 -th molecules. The molecules are definitely too
complex to image the real-space structure but the images may lay the foundation for further studies and a possible comparison with future calculations
on the appearance of Mn12 in STM measurements.
Both the STM images and the STS spectra demonstrate that Mn12
molecules can be investigated under cryogenic conditions. Furthermore, a
small variation of the spectral shape in a magnetic field was observed what
may be a first indication of the ability to detect magnetic signatures in electronic transport spectra of individual Mn12 molecules. The results remove
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Figure 7.10: STM images obtained from Mn12 -th at (a) room temperature,
(b) and at T = 4 K. A submolecular structure which is smoothed to a large
extent at room temperature seems to be visible at low temperature.

a further potential obstacle for future magnetic field dependent cryogenic
STM/STS measurements on Mn12 molecules.

7.6

Concluding Remarks

The inability to use well-established experimental techniques to ultimately
clarify the integrity of Mn12 molecules on surfaces led to the conclusion that
solely magnetic field dependent transport measurements may be suited for
this purpose.6 This goal required the development of innovative concepts
toward the determination of fundamental electronic and geometric properties
of individual Mn12 molecules.
A reasonable interpretation of STS I-U spectra is possible on the basis of
the MolCToy code. The results indicate purely HOMO-mediated electronic
transport through Mn12 molecules. z-U spectroscopy allows to measure the
real-space height of Mn12 molecules deposited on functionalization layers.
The knowledge of the height can be used to determine the orientation of
6

Recent studies indicated severe local heating effects caused by a current flowing
through a molecule. [155] It is reasonable to assume that similar effects occur in Mn12
molecules. Nevertheless, an indirect measurement of quantum phase interference (see
Outlook) may still be possible as it requires very short measurement times.
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the molecular easy axis. The results are further corroborated by macroassisted I-U spectroscopy. In addition, I-z spectroscopy was successfully used
to create molecular junctions between the gold surface, Mn12 -th molecules,
and a gold STM tip. The sticking of molecules to the tip provides further
evidence for a reasonable geometry of the individual molecules. Finally, the
ability to investigate Mn12 molecules by means of STM/STS under cryogenic
conditions was demonstrated. The combination of these results will allow
well-defined magnetic field dependent cryogenic STM/STS measurements in
the future. These measurements may finally clarify the preservation or the
loss of the fascinating magnetic properties of Mn12 single molecule magnets
on surfaces.
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8.1

Conclusion

In conclusion, the results of this study contribute to a significant progress
in the field of single molecule magnets on surfaces. In particular, a variety
of allegedly well-established deposition techniques was evaluated and a new
fully reproducible preparation technique was developed. Only the deposition
of Mn12 molecules via a ligand exchange reaction was found to be reliable.
Furthermore, the suitability of a variety of experimental techniques to
prove or disprove the preservation of the fundamental properties of Mn12
SMMs after deposition on surfaces was investigated. None of the techniques
used so far was found to be suited for an ultimate clarification. Nevertheless,
strong indications obtained by means of different techniques were linked to
each other to allow a selection of samples suited for further studies. In
particular, only samples revealing a dense layer of homogeneous molecules in
STM as well as a mixed Mn2+/3+ signature1 in XAS measurements are worth
to be further investigated.
Finally, a variety of scanning tunneling spectroscopy modes was used to
determine both electronic and geometric properties of the individual Mn12
molecules. In particular, the electronic transport through Mn12 in STM/STS
measurements was found to take place via the HOMO. A perfect agreement
between the measured height of individual molecules and the expected values derived from the X-ray structure was found. Depending on the ligand
1

The mixed Mn2+/3+ signature can be assigned to an apparently stable configuration
after degradation due to X-ray radiation; see chapter 6.
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shell, a preferential or a random orientation of the individual molecules with
respect to the surface was revealed which is in perfect agreement with the
chemical considerations regarding the ligand exchange reaction. The possibility to form molecular junctions with individual Mn12 molecules as well
as the ability to investigate Mn12 molecules by means of STM/STS under
cryogenic conditions were demonstrated. These insights lay the foundation
for future cryogenic STM/STS measurements with magnetic fields applied
along well-defined molecular axes.
The results show that some of the previous studies on the surface deposition as well as the general investigation of Mn12 may have to be reconsidered.
In particular, any study revealing shapeless clusters in STM images or XAS
spectra different from either the original Mn3+/4+ or the radiation-damaged
Mn2+/3+ signature may have been affected by a variety of possible disruptive
influences or artifacts. Consequently, any general conclusions about either
the ability or the inability to deposit intact Mn12 molecules have been premature.
A number of new challenges has arisen from this thesis while the outlook can only include the next obvious tasks. Nevertheless, a few concrete
suggestions for future experiments will be described below.

8.2

Outlook

Since all ingredients for magnetic field dependent cryogenic STM/STS measurements are available, the measurements can directly start after the commissioning of the experimental setup. Mn12 -th is certainly the ideal molecule
for the studies because the molecules are apparently oriented with the easy
magnetization axis perpendicular to the surface. The ultimate proof for a
preservation of the magnetic properties of the individual molecules would be
a detection of quantum phase interference effects resulting in a variation of
the tunneling barrier width as a function of an external magnetic field.
However, this measurement cannot be performed in a straightforward
manner. In principle, a detailed theoretical understanding of the electronic
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Figure 8.1: A possible approach towards the detection of quantum phase
interference in the spin space of a single molecule. The advantage of this
approach might be the possibility to detect the signatures by a statistical
measurement instead of a detailed understanding of the electronic transport
mechanism. The frames are explained in the text.

transport through Mn12 in a magnetic field is required to interpret the results.
On the other hand, a measurement routine based on the Landau-Zener model
may significantly simplify the measurement. The measurement routine is
depicted in Fig. 8.1 and can be shortly summarized:
1. Approach the STM tip towards a Mn12 molecule with the longitudinal
magnetic field appliable along the easy axis and the transverse field
rotatable in the hard axis [Fig. 8.1 (a)]
2. Prepare a certain magnetization state (e.g. by saturation) and subsequently sweep the longitudinal field across a QTM transition at a
constant sweep rate and a constant transverse field (b).
3. Detect any signature of a variation that can be assigned to QTM, e.g.
a variation of STS spectra or the conductance at a certain voltage.
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Perform a large number of measurements and count the number of
QTM events (c).

4. Repeat the measurement for different values as well as orientations of
the transverse magnetic field (d). A different strength of the transverse
field results in a different width of the tunneling barrier due to quantum
phase interference.
5. The number of tunneling events corresponds to the tunneling probability. Use the Landau-Zener model to calculate the tunneling barrier
width for the different values of the transverse field (e).
6. Plot the tunneling barrier width as a function of the transverse magnetic field. In principle, oscillations should be visible (f).
If workable, this measurement routine does not require any detailed understanding of the electronic transport through Mn12 molecules while it is capable of providing evidence for a preservation of the magnetic properties of the
individual molecules deposited on a surface. Another advantage of this approach is the minimization of the time of electronic transport measurements
which might result in a local heating [155] affecting or even suppressing any
magnetic signatures. Measurement times in the 100 µsec range - as common
for STS measurements - might be sufficient to detect QTM signatures.
In addition to STM/STS measurements, additional XMCD measurements may be required. Recent XMCD studies indicated the lack of a magnetic hysteresis even in the topmost layers of Mn12 single crystals. This was
assigned to Mn12 isomers [177] with a reduced tunneling barrier present in
the topmost crystal layers. Nevertheless, the reason might be a different
one. At least three alternative explanations are possible which have to be
investigated in future experiments:
• The low conductance of Mn12 single crystals may result in a strong
charging of the crystal surface which could affect the electronic and
thus the magnetic properties of the Mn12 molecules. This might be
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Figure 8.2: A sample geometry possibly suited for future
spin-polarized STM/STS measurements on Mn12 molecules.
The Fe layer retains its metallic nature and is not oxidized
during the wet chemical deposition of Mn12 due to the Au
capping layer.

overcome by either using extremely small crystals or advanced contacting techniques (e.g. a conductive grid on top of the crystals).
• The surface of the single crystals may have been distorted due to a
contamination during crystallization, transport or storage. This might
be overcome by in situ cleaving of Mn12 crystals.
• Even minor radiation damage in the topmost crystal layers which cannot be detected in the measurements may affect the magnetic properties of the surrounding molecules. This may be overcome by introducing spacers or ”scavengers” (radical absorbers) between the Mn12
molecules.
Additional influences or even a complex interplay between these may further
complicate a clarification. Nevertheless, the results available to date do not
allow a final assessment.
Beyond the variety of measurements on the Mn12 molecule itself, the design of sample geometries has to be improved. Recently, the ability to deposit
Mn12 molecules on ferromagnetic electrodes by means of wet chemical deposition methods has been demonstrated which may allow future spin-polarized
STM/STS measurements [178] on Mn12 and different single-molecule magnets. [179] A sketch of the corresponding measurement geometry is shown in
Fig. 8.2. Different ferromagnetic layers with in- or out-of-plane magnetiza-
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tion have to be investigated with respect to their suitability for deposition of
Mn12 molecules and for future spin-polarized transport measurements.
In addition, innovative technical layouts for the implementation of SMMs
in possible spintronic devices are required. Even if the blocking temperature
of the SMMs available at the present stage is much too low for applications
and no unambiguous evidence for the preservation of the magnetic properties
was obtained so far, the fundamental research may be accompanied by novel
ideas for workable read- and write mechanisms.
Finally, novel concepts towards the exploration of SMMs with higher
blocking temperatures have to be developed. As Mn12 still represents the only
SMM with a blocking temperature sufficiently high to possibly detect distinct
magnetic signatures in STM/STS measurements, new classes of SMMs are
required. Furthermore, the stability of the molecules should be increased to
facilitate a straightforward deposition on surfaces, ideally by means of in situ
thermal evaporation. One possible approach may be a deeper investigation
of the class of Fe4 molecules recently studied by Mannini et al. [180]
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A variety of macros was implemented using the Nanostructuring Command
Language of the Omicron Scala Pro Software. In contrast to the standardly
available STS settings or automatic line-ups of STS measurements, the command language allows full control of any STS measurement parameter. Consequently, advanced spectroscopy modes like the tip ”z-U tip approach” are
feasible. Furthermore, STS I-U spectra can be automatically obtained at
different set voltages in a single measurement. This represents a significant
advantage compared with the standard STS measurement which requires the
recording of a full STM image at a default set voltage and fixed STS routines
what limits the data output rate as well as the flexibility.

The following example of a ”z-U approach macro”-assisted I-U STS measurement is representative of the different macros used for the measurements
during this project. As the commands are very simple, the implementation
of alternative macros is self-explanatory.
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;Mn12:
acq time,640
feedback, 0
set z, 0
set v, -2.6
delay, 5000
loop times, 260
delay, 50
measure
add v, 0.02
loop end
reset v
reset z
reset feedback
;z-U APPROACH:
set v, 0.3
delay, 200000

;data acquisition time (µsec)
;off
;tip position unchanged
;start from voltage -2.6
;delay time before measurement
;repeat following commands
;after voltage ramp
;measure all active channels (e.g. I)
;voltage sweep -2.6..+2.6V
;reset voltage to scan value
;tip extension
;original state (on)

;within conductance gap of Mn12
;for stabilization

;4-MOBCA:
acq time, 640
feedback, 0
;off
set v, -1.2
delay, 5000
loop times, 240
delay, 50
measure
add v, 0.01
;-1.2..+1.2V
loop end
reset v
reset z
reset feedback
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Magnetization Measurements on
Mn12 Monolayers

A variety of magnetic measurements was performed on Mn12 samples
throughout the thesis. However, little new information could be derived
from the measurements apart from the confirmation of the SMM behaviour
of the Mn12 derivative single crystals used for the project. [39, 135, 141] Nevertheless, future micro-Hall measurements on Mn12 -phn crystals based on a
routine reported recently [181] may allow a highly precise determination of
the dipolar coupling between the individual molecules within the crystal.
A few SQUID measurements were also performed on Mn12 monolayers
deposited on Au/Ti/Si sample plates. An attempt to perform micro-Hall
measurements [39] on Mn12 monolayers failed mainly due to a low signal to
noise ratio. The preparation conditions were identical to the case of Mn12
layers on Au(111) single crystals. However, no opening of a magnetic hysteresis loop was observed in the SQUID measurements (not shown) in agreement
with previous studies. [63, 125] Even if a mainly diamagnetic contribution
is expected from the Au/Ti/Si plate, a dominant paramagnetic contribution may arise from contaminants deposited during the wet-chemical sample
preparation. Furthermore, the relatively high minimum temperature of 1.7 K
achievable with the SQUID setup may also hamper the observation of a hysteresis loop of Mn12 molecules as the blocking temperature may be reduced
due to a molecule-surface interaction or due to an incomplete ligand shell. Finally, the signal from the Mn12 monolayers is expected to be very small while
SQUID measurements at 1.7 K were strongly influenced by system noise.
To overcome some of the experimental difficulties in future experiments,
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Figure B.1: (a) SEM image (5 kV) obtained from an Au-covered sea
urchin skeleton. (b) SQUID measurement on a Mn12 monolayer on 4MOBCA/Au/sea urchin performed at T = 2 K.

an ”exotic” substrate was used to deposit Mn12 monolayers: The skeleton of
a sea urchin was cut into pieces which were then immersed into gold paint
(dodecanethiol gold nanoparticles, Alfa Aesar). [182, 183] The CaCO3 sea
urchin skeleton exhibits a unique sponge-like structure comprising continuous
pores of about 15 µm diameter. Due to the capillarity, the whole skeleton is
soaked with gold paint. After several immersions and subsequent annealing
steps (removal of organic compounds), the complete skeleton was covered
with a thin gold layer. An SEM image of a respective sample is shown in
Fig. B.1 (a).
In the next step, Au-coated sea urchin skeleton pieces (1 mm3 ) were immersed in 4-MOBCA and Mn12 -phn solution for 30 min to prepare a molecular monolayer on the huge surface area of the three-dimensional structure of
the skeleton. Finally, a SQUID measurement was performed on the sample.
Figure B.1 (b) shows the M(H) curve obtained at 2 K. Again, no opening of
a hysteresis loop was observed.
Although this result points to a significant difference of the magnetic
properties of Mn12 molecules on a surface compared with a crystalline environment, further experiments have to be performed for clarification. In
particular, the low amount of available gold paint hampered a profound series of measurements so that the M(H) curve presented in Fig. B.1 (b) is the
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result of a single experiment. Furthermore, preliminary XPS measurements
on the same sample indicated a contamination of the Au layer, probably due
to a too low annealing temperature. Recently, a more appropriate gold paint
(GBC04831, Johnson Matthey) was purchased so that future improvements
of the sample preparation and monolayer deposition techniques are feasible.
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To corroborate the assumed effect of ultra-fast degradation of Mn12 monolayers due to X-ray radiation, STM and STS measurements were performed on
Mn12 -pfb monolayers deposited on Au(111) via a ligand exchange reaction
with 4-MTBA before and after irradiation.
Figure C.1 (a) shows an STM image obtained after irradiation revealing the presence of clusters with a shape similar to that assigned to intact
Mn12 molecules. This finding is consistent with a reduction of the Mn12
core (Mn2+/3+ signature in XAS) which does not result in a collaps of the
molecules (pure Mn2+ in XAS).
Figure C.1 (b) shows two STS spectra obtained from the individual clusters before and after exposure to X-ray radiation. Strong noise hampered
the recording of spectra within a larger voltage range [184] after irradiation.
Nevertheless, the conductance onset region in the positive voltage range
could be reproducibly investigated, showing differences before and after the
exposure to radiation. After irradiation, the onset of conductance is shifted
to higher bias voltage by about 0.15 eV. This value translates into a variation of the difference between Fermi level and HOMO of roughly 80 meV.
Apparently, a distinct modification of the electronic structure of the Mn12 -pfb
molecules was induced by the irradiation. Noteworthy, the coupling between
tip and molecule is identical before and after irradation (same slope) while
only the electronic structure of the molecule was affected.
No comparison with calculations is feasible as the exact properties of
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Figure C.1: (a) STM image
(50 × 30 nm2 ) obtained from
a monolayer of Mn12 -pfb deposited on Au(111) via a ligand exchange reaction with 4MTBA after exposure to Xray radiation. (b) STS spectra obtained from Mn12 -pfb
molecules before and after exposure to X-ray radiation (set
voltage 2.7 V).

the molecule after irradiation are unknown. Therefore, the interpretation
is limited to qualitative conclusions. Nevertheless, the results demonstrate
that X-ray radiation irreversibly affects the electronic properties of Mn12
molecules deposited on Au(111). Consequently, the electronic properties of
Mn12 monolayers measured by X-ray based techniques do not correspond to
the electronic structure of the intact molecules. Hence, X-ray based techniques are apparently not suited for profound studies on Mn12 monolayers.
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